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FOREWORD
As we entered a second year of pandemicized life in 2021, the
continued existence of Mindwaves and Compass—two journals
that have been published annually by the University of Toronto
Mississauga’s Professional Writing and Communication
program for over 15 years—seemed uncertain. In this so-called
new normal, who would have the time, energy and spirit to
publish collections of short stories in print? In a world where
we must constantly distinguish between what is essential and
nonessential, couldn’t efforts like these wait?
They couldn’t. As we look over this curated selection, we
notice some qualities distinct to the moment. In our expressive
nonfiction: a need to tackle more difficult subjects—more
family strife, more grappling with loss. In our research pieces:
a yearning to reclaim local histories, including those of a
campus many of us haven’t seen in thirteen months.
The writers and editors of Mindwaves Volume 15 and Compass
Volume 8 faced unprecedented challenges. They overcame
them and cut through the distance to forge real connections on
the page. We couldn’t be prouder of what they’ve accomplished.
Claudio Carosi & Larissa Ho
Faculty Advisors, Mindwaves and Compass 2021
Professional Writing and Communication Program
University of Toronto Mississauga

PREFACE
It is my honour to present the eighth edition of Compass.
This volume is unique not only for how it was created,
but for its content. Some students wrote their stories for
WRI307: Science and Writing, others for WRI320: History
and Writing. Some students scoured newspaper clippings,
others visited museums. Some picked up the phone, others
analyzed peer-reviewed articles. I struggled, at first, to
pinpoint the common thread of this collection. After careful
attention, I discovered dates and places that unify it.
Abbigail Oliver’s Mississauga’s End of Innocence
highlights the murder of nineteen-year-old Constance
Anne Dickey on September 11, 1973—the same day that
artist-in-residence David Blackwood organized gallery
exhibitions at Erindale College, as told in Helen Yu’s In
Search of David Blackwood.
Blackwood married his wife Anita at Brampton City
Hall, around the block from Brampton’s Carnegie Library—
the place featured in Armando Vazquez Coello’s story about
local music and legacies, From Mechanics to Musicians.
Rana Mitwaly’s How Tiny Beetles are Taking Down Large
Forests describes global warming’s impact on natural pest
population controls in North America—knowledge made
more pertinent by Radhia Rameez’s story on climate
change denial, Of Bears, Blogs, and Melting Ice, and made

more hopeful by Rach Ilagan’s account of successful
genetically-engineered salmon farming in AquAdvantage
Salmon: New on the Menu.
Finally, there is Nayana Agrawal’s The Roadside
Michelin Meal, which highlights Chan Hon Meng’s
delicious, braised chicken and noodles, and opens
Jenefer Savoeung’s conversation about food insecurity in
Cambodian refugees, Empty Rice Pots.
The authors of this journal have painted a broad but
cohesive landscape of history, culture, and science. The
picture fascinates me because it alters my perspective about
things I thought I knew. Now that it is your turn to read,
I hope you find your own worldview enriched. May your
curiosity be fueled and fed, and may you be united with us
by this simple purpose: to tell stories through research.

Elisa Nguyen
Editor-in-Chief of Compass
(2021)

1973: Mississauga’s End
of Innocence
Abbigail Oliver

I

sit on a nylon bench in the dining room of Panera Bread
at Erin Mills Town Centre in Mississauga. Across the ta-

ble, John Stewart and James “Jim” Bailey sit, hands folded, with winter coats draped over the back of their chairs.
The two men worked together in the 1970s, reporting for
the Mississauga Times. They spend the first few minutes of
our interview catching up. Between us, two teas, one coffee, and an array of newspaper printouts spread across two
small tables pushed together. Outside, the city is grey.
“Mississauga was a sleepy little place in terms of
crime,” John says as he fiddles with a teabag in a steaming
paper cup. “But during this time period when the city
was being formed, it was like the end of innocence.”
John printed four articles from online archives of
the Mississauga Times, some written by himself and
others written by Jim. John collects the scattered
sheets of paper in his hands, files them together, and
slides them across the table to me.
Murder: They put the pieces together.
Horror can’t be reversed.
Homicide: The victim is never here to testify.
7
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In the early to mid-1970s, Mississauga experienced a

John points to the fourth Mississauga Times article

surge in violent crime. A town which, in years prior, had

that I hold in my hands. It’s a front-page report published

very few cases of homicide, witnessed four homicides, five

on September 19th, 1973. The headline, in all capitals:

attempted murders, and two manslaughters in 1973 alone.

ERINDALE COLLEGE CO-ED MURDERED — Violence

These numbers were significant for Mississauga, which

claims another life. John wrote it.

had been created in 1968 and was only in the beginning

“We were just like everybody else,” John says. A

stages of urban development. The city built Mississauga’s

longtime resident of the area, John lived and worked in

City Centre, Square One, in 1973, known today as the

the Mississauga community throughout the 70s. “We

largest shopping mall in Ontario.

thought this couldn’t happen in our own backyard, but it

Before the amalgamation of Peel Region in 1974, each

did happen in our backyard.”

of Mississauga’s municipalities had its own police force.

On Tuesday, September 11th, 1973, nineteen-year-old

The Port Credit Police consisted of only four men and a

Constance Anne Dickey died on the Erindale College campus,

police car without a radio. The Mississauga Police was the

now known as the University of Toronto Mississauga.

largest of the police forces in the area. They had the most

Constance was born in Brockville, Ontario in July of 1954.

officers, resources, and funding. When any significant

She lived with her parents, Mervyn and Nellie, in Prescott,

crime occurred, smaller forces like the Port Credit Police

Ontario in a little square house with white siding, red shutters,

would pass it along to the Mississauga Police.

and a herringbone path out to the sidewalk. Constance was

“I always thought it was the Golden Age of policing,”

a small brunette, standing at five foot, two inches, and the

says Jim, who began as the Mississauga Times police and

community knew Constance as the quiet, reliable girl who

courts reporter in the summer of 1974. He wrote about

taught Sunday school and sang in the church choir. Her father,

ongoing investigations, attended trials, and formed

Mervyn Dickey, reported for the town newspaper.

friendships with many of the key investigators at the time.

Constance moved from her hometown to Mississauga

In 1983, he wrote and published the Law Enforcement

to study pharmacy in the Faculty of Science at Erindale

Handbook with good friend Desmond “Des” Rowland,

College, a six-year-old school with only two buildings and

the Peel Police Superintendent. “Coming in as a young

a small student population around 2,400. Her sister Wanda

reporter, the police were like movie stars to me,” Jim

and brother-in-law John Fletcher accommodated her in

says, resting one elbow on the table.

their Willowdale apartment in north Toronto. This was

8
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Constance’s first time living

At approximately 12:50 p.m., the Mississauga Police

away from home. She wrote

found Constance’s body buried amongst bushes on the

letters to her parents and

edge of campus, in what is now parking lot 4. Coroner

called home regularly.

Kevin Flynn determined that the nineteen-year-old had

On Tuesday, September

Figure 1: Constance Anne Dickey.
(Photo by Mississauga News).

been sexually assaulted and strangled with a cord.

11th, Constance ventured

Ray Saitz, a Mississauga Times photographer, captured

to the college to enroll in

an overexposed black-and-white photo of the search.

classes. She left at 9 a.m.,

In the photo, a team of five policemen with crisp white

took a bus to Mississauga,

collars and peaked caps stand knee-deep in overgrown

and

weeds and shoulder-height cattails, scouring the bushes.

eagerly

called

her

brother-in-law at 1:30 p.m.
to tell him she had officially

enrolled as a first-year student. She planned to explore
campus and promised to call again at 5 p.m.
There was no call.
That night, Fletcher called the Metro Toronto Police
to file a missing persons report. The Metro Toronto
Police notified the Mississauga Police three days later,
on the 14th, and a search began at 10:30 a.m. on Sunday,
September 16th, five days after her disappearance. A police
investigation team, overseen by Superintendent William
Teggart and Des Rowland, an officer at the time, scoured
the Erindale College campus, asking if anyone had seen
Constance or knew her whereabouts. The Mississauga
Times reported that Constance was last seen at an Erindale
bank in the early afternoon on Tuesday.

10

Figure 2: The Mississauga Times front page, September 19, 1973. Police
men search the bushes for the evidence in the Constance Dickey murder
case. Photo by Ray Saitz taken for The Mississauga Times. (Source: Public
Collections Canadiana Website).
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Two men prod at the grass with metal detectors while

Building… If you believe you saw Miss Dickey on or about

the others search, necks stooped low, for evidence. The

Tuesday September 11th, please tell the police. These

officers discovered the murder weapon, a metal wire, and

investigations will be held in the strictest confidence.

sent it to a forensics laboratory for testing. The victim’s

Erindale College, afraid to stir fear in the community,

shoes and purse were later found at the scene, untouched.
Investigators

interviewed

over

three

thousand

people—all of Erindale’s male students, cab and bus
drivers on campus routes, and all known Mississauga
sex offenders. One week after Constance Dickey’s death,
Erindale College’s student newspaper, The Erindalian,
reported the incident. Hidden among news of the school’s
Watering Hole pub and new cigarette machines on
campus, three short paragraphs titled “Editorial” tell the
story of Constance’s death in vague detail.

made no other statements about Constance Dickey. On
September 26th, the Mississauga Times reported that the
police had found no leads in the case.
Less than two weeks later, another girl disappeared.
Neda Novak was an eighteen-year-old Mississauga
resident who lived with her family on Springfield Court,
a calm neighbourhood road that runs parallel to Erin
Mills Parkway. She was in grade thirteen at Erindale
Secondary School, an honours student who excelled in

The Erindale College community has been shaken to

home economics and physical education, and played on

its very core by a terrifying and horrible incident… The

her school’s basketball and volleyball teams.

Mississauga Police are investigating the murder of the

On Friday, October 5th, Neda went to school, chatted

young first year student from Prescott… We must mourn

with friends at her locker, and attended a football game after

the loss of a new member of our community. And let us
pray to whatever gods we hold sacred that the Mississauga
Police will complete the investigation successfully.

class. At half-time, she left the game to get home in time to
cook dinner for her parents, Rudy and Sophie Novak.
By 7:30 p.m., she still wasn’t home. Her mother,

The following week, The Erindalian posted a call-

Sophie, called the police. Officer Des Rowland and the

out asking the school community for help with the

investigative team immediately suspected a link between

investigation. It read:

Neda’s disappearance and the murder of Constance Dickey

Anyone having information which may be pertinent to the
police investigation into the death of Constance Dickey is
requested to go to the Security Office in the Preliminary

12

the previous month. Both girls were close in age with a
small build, and disappeared in the Erindale region. The
investigators on Neda’s case feared foul play.
13
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The police collected Neda’s address book and contacted

On November 23rd, a shopper found a note in a

her friends and teachers to determine her whereabouts on

washroom at Sheridan Mall, the same location Neda was

October 5th. A classmate last saw Neda around 4:15 p.m.

last seen. It read: Tell the police to stop looking for me. I am

walking near Sheridan Mall, now called Sheridan Centre,

ok. I’m living with friends. My parents, I am fine. I love you.

on Erin Mills Parkway. Neda’s family home was located in

Signed, Neda. The police later determined that the note

the neighbourhood across the street.

had not come from Neda but was the result of a cruel joke.

The police considered a runaway case—Neda had

The note offered no leads.

a boyfriend in Yugoslavia whom she wrote letters to

It wasn’t until the spring of 1974, about seven months

frequently. He served in the Yugoslavian Navy, and they

after her disappearance, that Neda’s body was found. On

met a year before when Neda travelled to Europe. Neda’s

May 1st, around 3:15 p.m., a fisherman dug through dirt

passport was not missing and the boyfriend’s alibi on

near the Streetsville Dam, searching for worms to use

October 5th checked out. Police ruled out the runaway case.

as bait. He rummaged beside an abandoned shack and

The Mississauga Times reported on the story every

overturned a large wooden skid. Neda’s body lay half-

week, updating the public on the investigation of the

decomposed underneath.

missing girl. John Stewart wrote about Neda’s family who

Ontario’s chief pathologist, Dr. John Hillsdon-Smith,

came to Canada from Yugoslavia. They escaped to Austria

identified Neda from dental records and determined that

before immigrating to Canada when her father, a sheet

she had been sexually assaulted and killed by multiple

metal tradesman, got a job at a construction company in

stab wounds on the day of her disappearance.

Etobicoke, Ontario, called Peerless Enterprises.

Des Rowland, who had recently been promoted to

After Neda’s disappearance, Rudy and Sophie Novak

Commander of Regional Police Service, and a team of

offered a three-thousand-dollar reward to anybody who

twelve investigators returned to the scene the following

could locate their daughter. The Mississauga Police

day with help from the Canadian Forces. The search team

matched the reward, and offered an additional three

used mine detectors, highly sensitive metal detectors that

thousand dollars to anybody who could give information

the army uses to find concealed landmines, to search the

that would lead to an arrest in the Dickey murder, totaling

area for evidence. Underneath a plank of linoleum, they

a reward of nine thousand dollars. The offer was raised to

found Neda’s wallet and identification.

sixteen thousand by October 24th.
14

The police found no other evidence and made no arrest.
15
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In August 1974, three months after Neda’s body was
found, a third crime led to a breakthrough in the cases of
Constance Dickey and Neda Novak.

Mississauga’s End of Innocence

Paul Fairgrieve. He radioed the station immediately.
Julie spent three weeks in the hospital recovering
from stab wounds, head injuries, and a collapsed lung.

Sixteen-year-old Julie Kate Sheldon visited relatives

Despite her injuries, she was able to give a full report

in Canada from Gosport, England. She had spent the day

to the investigating officers. She identified the attacker’s

at the Canadian National Exhibition and took the train to

physique, his vehicle, and the parking sticker labelled

Mississauga’s Clarkson GO station where she planned to

“Williams” on his dashboard.

hitchhike home. Two vehicles slowed to offer Julie a ride,
but her intuition urged her to turn them down.

Officers were able to determine that the murder weapon
used on Constance Dickey, the metal wire recovered

A third vehicle with a child’s car seat in the back pulled up

from the Erindale College campus, was material from a

around 5 p.m. The driver was a large man with a round face

bricklaying company in Mississauga called Streetsville

and dark brown hair. Julie accepted his offer, comforted by the

Brick. This, paired with a possible surname of the attacker,

car seat and the driver’s humble appearance, and climbed into

told the police where to look first.

the passenger seat. On the dashboard, she noticed a parking
sticker with the name “Williams” written on it.

On the night of August 21st, 1974, over fifty police
vehicles dispatched to find the man responsible for

The driver didn’t take Julie home. He drove to an isolated

Julie’s attack. Among them were Inspector Des Rowland,

wooded area near Winston Churchill Boulevard where he

Detective Sergeant Chris O’Toole, and Detective Jim

raped and stabbed her multiple times. He dragged Julie into

Wingate. They searched employee records at Streetsville

the bushes and piled rocks, branches, and other debris on

Brick for anyone by the name of William or Williams. The

top of her in an attempt to bury the body discreetly. Julie,

manager of the company pointed the officers toward the

alive and semi-conscious, stayed silent and still in hopes

locker of a man named Henry Williams, a twenty-five-

that her attacker would think she had died.

year-old tradesman and Mississauga resident. On a shelf

Whether it was fate or karma, something in the

inside his locker sat an industrial pipe wrapped in tape

universe aligned itself for Julie Sheldon— on a nearby

that resembled a makeshift weapon. By nightfall, Officers

road, a vehicle collision brought a police siren blaring

Rowland, O’Toole, and Wingate were headed to Williams’

toward the area. The attacker fled. Julie heard the siren

Streetsville home, prepared to make an arrest.

and ran into the road for help from the officer, Constable
16
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It was a humid summer night and navy sky blanketed

Justice Holland. Justice Holland sentenced Williams to life

the city. Two police cruisers drove slowly down Pioneer

imprisonment for attempted murder of Julie Sheldon. A second

Drive, a curved residential street with single-level homes

conviction took place on November 13th, 1975 for the murders

off of Britannia Road. The four officers climbed out of their

of Constance Dickey and Neda Novak. Williams was sentenced

vehicles and observed the peaceful scene in front of them:

to two more life terms in prison, serving a minimum twenty-

a young man settled on a porch with a baby in his arms. His

five years before he would be eligible for parole.

pregnant wife stood by his side. Crickets chirped in the grass.

In February of 2017, at the age of 67, Williams applied

The officers identified themselves to the family and asked

for Unescorted Temporary Absences (UTAs) from prison

to search the man’s vehicle. O’Toole pointed a flashlight into

to visit a family member at a nearby hospital. He requested

the driver’s seat window. On the dashboard was the parking

eight-hour passes to take public transit to the hospital

sticker, and in the back, a child’s car seat. O’Toole called for

under the supervision of family members or community

the other officers to cuff the man on the porch.

chaplains. UTAs are meant to help rehabilitate offenders,

Williams fought the arrest. He was a large man, over

granting them access to the community with a goal of

six feet tall with a strong build. Four police officers tackled

reintegration. Requests are assessed on the following

and cuffed Williams while his wife protested on the porch.

criteria: behaviour during incarceration, whether the

Reporter Jim Bailey was called to the station in the

offender is at risk of reoffending, and whether a plan has

middle of the night to take the report and a photograph.
Around 6 a.m. on August 22nd, 1974, the day after the arrest,
Jim arrived at the station where they had Henry Williams in

been put into place for reintegration.
Williams did not meet the criteria because he faced
another conviction of sexual interference in 2001.

handcuffs with a coat over his head to restrict identification.

While incarcerated in a medium security prison,

“It was really eerie,” Jim says during our interview.

Williams committed an act of sexual assault during a visit

“I’m standing there, and I’ve got my camera, and I’m

with a young female child to whom he held a position of

thinking — this guy actually killed two people and he’s

trust. A psychological risk assessment from 2014 stated

right here in front of me.”

that he was at moderate risk for sexual recidivism, despite
being an age where sexual desire should be declining.

On October 29th, 1973, Williams faced his first conviction

Williams’ request for UTAs was firmly denied.

at the Peel County Supreme Court under the Honourable
18
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Today, information on Henry Williams’ whereabouts
is greatly protected. Court documents contain heavily
redacted information. There is no public record of Williams’
incarceration in Ontario prisons.
Julie Sheldon, who testified against Williams in court, went
home to England briefly before returning to Canada where
she later became a police officer with the Peel Regional Police.
“She’d come to Mississauga, just a visitor, no roots, no
nothing,” says Jim. “You’d think she’d want to forget about
it and go back to England.”
John holds his paper cup between two hands. It’s been
an hour since our interview began, and the tea no longer
steams. “She showed an incredible amount of courage,”
he says. “She probably saved some more lives.”

20

AquAdvantage Salmon:
New on the Menu
Rach Ilagan

I

t’s lunch time in a tiny, family-owned restaurant. A
person sits next to you eating a pan-seared salmon

with lemon garlic butter sauce. The salmon glows a pinkish hue. The crispy skin crackles under the weight of the
knife and the flesh flakes with ease, separating along the
white lines. A waiter walks up to take your order and you
decide that you’ll have the salmon.
The waiter comes back and says, “I’m sorry, sir, but
we’re all out.”
Why are there so few salmon left?
As early as the beginning of the twentieth century,
fishermen noticed that their nets began to catch less and less
salmon. Dams increased the hurdle of salmon swimming
to the upper reaches of a river, making them vulnerable to
predators. Deforestation around streams moved silt and
dirt into the water, which choked developing eggs. Salmon
runs, the migration of salmon from sea to river in order to
spawn, continued to decline.
Outside of protected habitats, the U.S. Geological Survey
lists certain populations of sockeye salmon, coho salmon,
chinook salmon, and Atlantic salmon as endangered.
23
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According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, gill nets,

AquAdvantage Salmon

Genetically modified salmon

seines, and fish wheels also contributed to the decimation

In 1989, at Memorial University in Newfoundland, Canada,

of salmon populations. Over time, the government banned

Dr. Garth Fletcher, head of the Department of Ocean Sciences,

any form of mass-catch fishing methods to prevent

along with Dr. Choy Hew, a former biochemistry researcher,

further salmon decline.

succeeded at inventing the first genetically modified animal

Growing demand and increasing supply
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations estimates that the world’s population will reach 9.7
billion by 2050, and a fifty percent increase in food demand
will put pressure on already exploited wild fish reserves.
“Since 1961 the annual global growth in fish
consumption has been twice as high as population growth
demonstrating that the fisheries and aquaculture sector is
crucial in meeting FAO’s goal of a world without hunger
and malnutrition,” said José Graziano da Silva, then FAO
Director-General, in The State of the World Fisheries and

approved for consumption in the United States and Canada.
Fletcher and Hew began work in a lab at Memorial University
in 1982. Peter Davies, professor at Queen’s University, a third
member of the research team, isolated antifreeze proteins found
in winter flounder. Antifreeze proteins in the flounder’s blood
inhibit the growth of ice crystals, allowing the fish to tolerate
freezing sea waters. Fletcher and Hew hoped the antifreeze
protein could create Atlantic salmon that would survive
Newfoundland and Labrador’s harsh winter waters. Hatcheries,
facilities that artificially spawn fish, raise salmon and flounder
in sea cages where temperatures declined to lethal levels.

Aquaculture 2018 report.
Fish farming is the most popular way of increasing
supply and reducing pressure on wild fish reserves. Fish
farms raise fish, shellfish, or mollusks in water tanks or
enclosures for commercial or recreational use. Tilapia,
carp and salmon are the most commonly farmed fish.
In 2019, demand for Atlantic salmon hovered around 2.9
million tonnes, stated the FAO. However, salmon takes
two to three years to fully grow and be ready for harvest.

24

Figure 1: A genetically engineered salmon, rear, swims beside a non-genetically
engineered salmon, front, of the same age. (Photo by THE CANADIAN PRESS/
HO, AquaBounty Technologies – Barrett & MacKay Photography)
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By the mid-1980s, Dr. Fletcher and the research

proteins that encourage production of antifreeze protein in

group successfully transferred the antifreeze gene. The

its blood. In the genetically modified salmon, the promoter

Atlantic salmon began expressing the gene in their DNA,

gene allows the fish to produce GHs all year round instead

generation after generation, in the lab. But the group

of for a limited time during spring and summer.

found only trace amounts of the antifreeze protein in the
salmon’s blood—inadequate for the salmon’s survival.

The salmon showed no signs of mutation. They kept the
two desired genes and the transgene remained stable over

“We decided to take what we had learned and see if it

generations—two necessary requirements for regulatory

could be used to develop a fast-growing fish by transferring

approval. In 1991, Fletcher and Hew patented their

a growth hormone gene, rather than an antifreeze gene,”

research and became founding members of AquaBounty

said Dr. Fletcher in an interview with Gazette, the official

Technologies, a biotechnology company based in

newspaper of Memorial University. “The thinking was that

Maynard, Massachusetts, focused on the development

rapidly growing salmon would have worldwide appeal to

and research of GMO salmon. Today, its salmon, named

the aquaculture industry.”

AquAdvantage salmon, grows to market size in about
twelve to eighteen months, compared to normal Atlantic

A faster growing salmon
The first tests began in 1989 when Dr. Fletcher and his team
used a single copy of opAFP-GHc2, a gene construct. A gene
construct is an artificial set of genes that is transferred naturally
or through other genetic engineering methods from one
organism to another. This transfer is known as transgenesis.
Scientists refer to the transferred gene as a transgene.
opAFP-GHc2 contains a growth hormone (GH) cDNA
from chinook salmon and a promoter gene from an ocean
pout, a ray-finned fish with an eel-like appearance with its
own antifreeze gene. cDNA, or complementary DNA, is a
single-stranded DNA. Scientists use cDNA to express specific
proteins not present in a cell. The promoter gene from an

salmon, which takes three years.
Critics previously argued for the potential consequences
of an AquaAdvantage salmon escaping into the wild,
outcompeting and breeding with native salmon. A 2008
report by the FAO found that escaped farmed Atlantic
salmon led to reduced lifespans, declined production rates,
and poorer individual fitness in native salmon populations
over two generations. AquaBounty ensured that their
modified salmon are sterile, lowering the risk of mating
with wild fish if they escape into the wild. The FDA required
AquaBounty to build land-based facilities, disconnecting it
from the ocean, as part of the approval process.

ocean pout, found in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean, creates
26
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The future of GMO salmon
“Dr. Fletcher and Hew had no way of knowing their
research would lead to a milestone like this for the
aquaculture and food industry,” said Dr. Gary Kachanoski,
president and vice-chancellor of Memorial University.
“But their tenacity and vision may now go a long way
towards supporting food security in one of the most
populous countries in the world.”
In 2016, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency
approved the sale of AquaBounty’s salmon, allowing
the company to keep its fish GMO-label free with
regards to Canadian law.
In 2017, AquaBounty sold 4.5 tons of its salmon
fillet in Canada.
By 2028, AquaBounty plans to sell 55 thousand tons
of salmon annually.
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Empty Rice Pots: Cambodian
Refugees’ Experiences with
Food Insecurity
Jenefer Savoeung

B

unker-like stacks of Jasmine rice from Basic’s annual
ten-dollar rice sale line the walls by my basement door.

Every day, at 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., my grandmother
checks that the rice pot is full. We prepare at least three
cups of rice per meal because there are six mouths to feed.
My mother, whom I call Ma in Khmer, and paternal
grandmother, whom I call Yey, learned to cook through
oral histories. Many Cambodians like them held onto these
recipes when they became refugees after the Communist
Party Kampuchea (CPK), also known as the Khmer
Rouge, took over Cambodia from 1975 to 1979. Khmer
Rouge soldiers rationed rice and starved Khmer people.
They also banned Cambodians from sharing religious
and cultural traditions through food, art, and dance. The
result were the deaths of over two million people, and the
development of food insecurity for many Cambodians.
I sit down for an interview with Ma and Yey to talk
about Khmer cuisine and explore Cambodian recipes as
a symbol of physical and cultural survival.
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Fresh-cut vegetables, a bowl of hot water, and
vermicelli noodles cover the table. I roll the ingredients
together in a rice paper wrap while Ma stands over the
stove, stirring together her signature sweet and sour fish
sauce. She sprinkles salt and sugar into the pot, dips her
finger in to taste it, and continues to sprinkle in more.
“This is how my mother taught me, no written recipe,” Ma
explains, “I just ask her what to add, you put a little bit at first,
taste it, and then add more until you find the right flavour.”
Kayla Starr, cultural survival writer and journalist,
describes Khmer food as a mix of “sweet, sour, salty and
Figure 1: Open Rice Pot. (Photo by Savoeung)

bitter [to] satisfy each taste bud”. From Thai seasonings,
to Chinese style stir-fry and Indian curry, the taste of

Full Flavours
Ma was born in a small village in Siem Reap, Cambodia.
She lived near a countryside dotted with palm trees and
wooden homes, and chickens and cows wandering green
lawns. As the only daughter in a family with four boys, Ma
learned to cook from her mother and an uncle from Phnom
Penh, Cambodia’s capital city. At twenty-one years old,
Ma’s oldest brother, who immigrated to Canada in 1970,
connected Ma to my father, whom I call Ba in Khmer. Ma
and Ba fell in love through written letters sent overseas.
In 1996, my parents married and Ma began a new life in
Ontario, Canada. In the new country, cooking became
Ma’s comfort. Forty-two years later, she still spends her
days in the kitchen, even as I sit down to interview her.
32

Khmer dishes has been refined by neighbouring countries
throughout the centuries. Most Khmer recipes use herbs
and spices over fats and meats to create a full flavour—
without chili, which was not yet discovered until 3500 BC.
Fish and rice are other staple foods for Khmer cuisine,
since lakes and rivers filter throughout Cambodia.
“We grew a lot [of our own food], from sesame seeds
to watermelon,” Ma shares. “Each family had personal
gardens. You didn’t usually go to the store.” Ma recalls the
rows of coconut trees, mango trees, and palm trees on
their land. When they did go to the food market, it was
mainly to buy meat. At our home in Ontario, Ma tends a
garden full of peppers, cucumbers, tomatoes, lettuce, and
staple Khmer herbs such as mint and basil.
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Rice Rations and The Khmer Rouge
When you ask someone in Khmer if they ate, you say
“yam bi,” which is “eat rice.”
According to James A. Tyner and Stian Rice, geography
professors at Kent State University and the University of
Maryland, respectively, Cambodia’s rice has been the “primary
agricultural product since the ninth century AD and the
beginning of the Khmer empire.” In Tyner’s book From Rice
Fields to Killing Fields, he writes that rice was mainly harvested
for subsistence until the French colonized Cambodia from
1863 to 1953. Colonization affected Cambodia’s agricultural
system and landscape, and placed controls on the export of
rice. Under the French Indochina, Cambodian farmers paid
the highest per capita rates of rice tax, which finally changed
in 1953 when Cambodia gained independence and could
successfully earn money due to a different irrigation process.
However, political conflict with Vietnam halted economic
growth—a third of the exported crop was sold or smuggled.
Today, Cambodia and neighbouring countries like Laos
are still recovering from the Vietnam War. In 1965, over the
course of a year, the United States of America dropped 110,000
tons of bombs to divert soldiers hiding in neighbouring
countries. This campaign destroyed Cambodia’s lands,
livestock, and alliances with the American government. In
Figure 2: Yey and Ma. (Photo provided by Savoeung)

addition to Cambodia’s struggle with independence and rice
production, the Cambodians no longer trusted international
allies, which allowed the radical Khmer Rouge to take control.
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When the Khmer Rouge controlled Cambodia between

Ma was young at the time of the Khmer Rouge, while

1975 and 1979, the party was ruled by Pol Pot, a Khmer

Yey had a family of three. Yey was born in Battambang,

nationalist and revolutionary who intended to eliminate

Cambodia, which is in the countryside. When the Khmer

the elite. The CPK vowed to bring Cambodia back to a pure,

Rouge came into power, Yey’s family could no longer live

rural state when the economy relied on agriculture and land

there. They moved from place to place until they found

cultivation. Their policies killed more than people: they

refuge in a Thai internment camp.

killed systems. When Pol Pot took control, he expanded his

In our conversation, I switch to English, unsure how to

revolution and took advantage of Cambodia’s struggle in

say “communist” and “egalitarian” in Khmer. Yey notes how

order to gain national liberation and independence. Tyner

the CPK “slaph manuh jeh” which means “kill those who

and Rice quote the CPK’s plan: to “seek, gather, save, and

know.” “Those who know” are the elite, knowledgeable

increase capital from agriculture, [we are] aiming to rapidly

people like doctors and teachers. She explains that they

expand our agriculture, our industry, and our defense.”

were not allowed to own anything valuable like jewellery

CPK’s plan to revolutionize and triple rice production came

or plates either. Meanwhile, the regime expected Khmer

at the expense of two million people.

people to work in the field, fueled by only a hand-sized
portion of rice and sometimes rice soup.
Under the Khmer Rouge policies, workers were
supposed to be both producers and consumers. Food
rations were their wages. Tyner explains that without
money, workers did not need to buy goods and materials,
or own and invest in land. Workers simply needed
to maintain enough money for nourishment. Family
systems were disregarded since the Khmer Rouge
focused only on the survival of a single, able-bodied
person. Women, seniors, and children, for example, are
not primed for the party’s production goals. The policies
created by the Khmer Rouge leave a bad aftertaste. Their

Figure 3: Angkor Wat. (Photo by Savoeung)
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effects linger in the minds and decisions of the next
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generations of Cambodians who, decades later, still feel

meat, for example, was a common but unhealthy practice.

the looming threat of food insecurity.

Furthermore, the Cambodian women refugees lacked
education opportunities and struggled with acculturation.

Full Pots of Food Insecurity
Ma and Yey tend to argue about how much rice to make each
day. Yey’s behaviour reflects food insecurity experienced
by Cambodian refugee women.
In the Journal of Immigrant Minority Health, Jerusha
Nelson Peterman and her colleagues conducted a study

Luckily for Yey, there were other Cambodians living in
Saskatchewan when she moved to Canada, so they showed
her where to get the ingredients she needed. Yey also learned
from cooking shows on TV. Ma was a late arriver to Canada
around 1998, but she preferred cooking Khmer foods.

in 2013 on Cambodian refugee women two decades

Generations of Khmer Wives

after their resettlement. Peterman’s team defines food

“Why don’t you ask me about cooking?” my father, Ba,

insecurity as “the inability to access enough food for an

interrupts our conversation at the kitchen table.

active, healthy lifestyle at all times, including culturally
appropriate/acceptable foods.”

Ma leans back and says, “She’s asking the people in
this house who cook.”

Peterman’s team measured a focus group of Cambodian

Ba walks away as Ma explains how he represents the

women refugees in Lowell, Massachusetts on the quantity

“older” generation of Cambodian men who expect the

of food, quality, eating patterns, signs of malnutrition and

women to cook for the family.

whether participants feel they have enough food. Data
indicated that refugees who arrived in the USA around

“You expect that from me too,” I add, noting that my
brothers are not in the kitchen helping us.

the 1980s had a different relationship with food compared

Ma learned to cook from her mother, and I am expected

to participants who arrived between the 1990s and early

to learn from Ma. She had four older brothers, who spent

2000s, due to past food deprivation. Resettled Cambodian

most of her childhood working, so Ma learned most of the

refugees also experienced higher rates of heart disease,

domestic responsibilities.

hypertension, and diabetes. Refugees had to learn how to

The Khmer Rouge believed they were supporting

shop at American grocery stores and lacked knowledge

gender equality by providing the women and men equal

on nutrition for items like processed foods. Peterman’s

rations and work. They noted that women could finally

team found that participants were surprised to learn that

leave the demands of housework—but the fields enforced

certain foods and practices could make them ill. Eating

harsher conditions. Unwed women were forbidden from
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relationships and married women could easily become

land since 2013, and it comprises at least 65% of Cambodian’s

widows under the Khmer Rouge’s killing policies. Sparse

energy intake. However, the agricultural system has been

rations made supporting the family unit difficult. Refugee

faltering and Cambodia does not have control of their own

women and their families escaping through internment

production. In 2015, according to Ek’s team, the Cambodian

camps, often immigrate to countries with little income

government introduced policies to promote high goals for

and education. They are displaced, mainly to Western

paddy production and rice exportation. Most of Cambodia’s

countries, and must adjust and adapt to new and distinct

production is exported locally to Thailand and Vietnam. The

cultures. Their relationship to food changes based on

government also needs to improve safety standards to identify

whether they are married or have families before they

possible foodborne diseases like bacteria and fungi in rice

move, since there are more people to support. Ultimately,

production. Decades after the Khmer Rouge, Cambodians still

resettled refugee women are vulnerable to food insecurity

struggle to manage their agricultural system.

because their struggles to gain support move with them.

Tyner emphasizes that rice is an “extremely adaptable

These Cambodian women are responsible for their

plant.” Similarly, Kayla Starr writes “Khmer people have

families. Naturally, their daughters are the expected

faced hardships before, and their culture has always

caregivers who pass their recipes down to their children.

survived.” Like rice, Cambodian people adapt. Whether

Yey tells me that she taught my aunt how to make rice,

that is through resettlement or recreations of recipes.

fish, and soups because that is what she learned and what

Remembering recipes is an act of preservation of

they could afford. Since they were constantly moving,

culture and history which makes Khmer food symbolic.

they stored recipes in their minds. Recipes had to be

For Ma, food recreates memories of her mother’s meals.

remembered, which meant that sometimes, the recipe

For Yey, food connects her to family and is a means of

could disappear with someone.

survival. For me, food is something always present.
Ma and Yey ensured my family had Khmer food

Recipes as Memory
In 2018, Sopheap Ek and his team of agricultural research
scholars developed a technical paper on the Quality and Safety
of Cambodian Rice. They found that rice remains an essential
food for Cambodians, especially for the rural population.
Rice cultivation covers over five million hectares of arable
40

specifically. That was their way of keeping Cambodian
history and traditions alive. Whenever Ma told me to
learn Khmer dishes, I used to say, “I don’t even like that
meal, why should I learn it?” At the end of the interview
with Ma, I apologize for not knowing many Khmer
41
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recipes or eating certain foods.
She tells me, “You don’t have to like every food, you
just have to learn what flavours you like, then you can
change up the recipe for you, your kids, your kids’ kids,
and me, of course. That’s what my mother did for me.”
“There’s some food my mom made that I can’t cook,”
Ma tells me. “I didn’t consider that I needed to learn certain
dishes because she always made it for me.” Recipes from
others, recipes from the internet, did not taste the same
as her mother’s. “There’s some food I haven’t learned and
remembered,” Ma says, “because after her accident I lost
the chance to learn what she used.” Ma trails off.
I never met my maternal grandmother. Her death
was an unexpected accident when Ma was a teenager.
But I remember my grandmother through Ma’s stories
and her food. There are traces of personal history in
everything Ma cooks. These recipes are the closest I can
get to a grandmother I never met.

Figure 4: Maternal grandmother. (Photo provided by Savoeung)
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From Mechanics to Musicians
Armando Vazquez Coello

B

rampton’s Carnegie Library sits at 55 Queen Street East,
east of Brampton’s Four Corners, the officious inter-

section between Main Street and Queen Street about 40 km
from Toronto’s CN Tower. The arched entrance of the Carnegie Library resembles an old courthouse and a miniature
toy bank. Closed in 1974 and designated a Heritage Site in
1982, imitating Beaux-Arts architecture, the building idles
unassumingly in the city’s core. It supposedly rents out the
ground floor as office space to Brampton’s Board of Trade.
I’ve probably passed the Carnegie library hundreds of
times on bus rides to and from the University of Toronto
Mississauga and my home in Brampton. On one particular
day, as old, brick buildings characteristic of downtown
Brampton blurred past, my gaze lingered on a white sign
over the library’s basement entrance. Partially obscured
by a tall, leafy tree, two rows of blue letters read: the
BRAMPTON CONCERT BAND and the JAZZ MECHANICS.
According to the Our History page on the Brampton

Concert Band (BCB) website, the BCB and its youth
offshoot, the Jazz Mechanics, moved into the basement of
the Carnegie Library in July 1992, close to the BCB’s 108th
anniversary. The BCB is one of the oldest community bands
in Canada and was founded by James Crawford in 1884.
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John apprenticed at the engineering firm Dunham & Co. in New
York and worked aboard a St. Lawrence Steamer before moving
to Canada to reunite with his family in 1842. John’s parents
and siblings had immigrated to Hamilton, Ontario, earlier in
1842. Once the family settled, John’s father, also named Robert
Haggert, died from a cold he had caught aboard ship.
Rose wrote that John moved to Beamsville, Ontario,
in 1845, where he manufactured agricultural implements
Figure 1: Brampton received $12,500 from the Carnegie Foundation to
build the town’s first public library in 1906, the Carnegie Library. (Photo by
The Brampton Heritage Board)

such as sickles, ploughs, hoes, drills, and rakes. He finally

Crawford originally named the band The Brampton

the crossroads hamlet featured two stores, a tannery, a

Mechanics Band because, “as with band tradition of the day,

cabinetmaker, two blacksmiths, and a tavern. Around 150

the band was comprised of the employees of a local industry,

people lived in the nearly twenty-year-old community.

the mechanics of the Haggert Foundry.”

Documents from Brampton’s Heritage Board blame the

moved to Buffy’s Corners in 1849.
Named after the region’s first business, Buffy’s Tavern,

Etobicoke River for Buffy’s Corner’s slow growth. Narrow

The Haggert Foundry
In 1886, George Maclean Rose, founder of the Rose
Publication Company, compiled and edited A Cyclopaedia
of Canadian biography: being chiefly men of the time.
The publication’s front page indicated that it highlighted
“a collection of persons distinguished in professional and
political life; leaders in the commerce industry of Canada,
and successful pioneers.” Rose included an entry on John
Haggert, who founded Brampton’s Haggert Foundry in 1849.
In 1840, eighteen-year-old John Haggert emigrated from
Scotland to New York City with his older brother, Robert. Rose
wrote that Robert died in Kingston, NY sometime after arriving.
46

and lazy, the Etobicoke River couldn’t sustain large scale
milling operations. It also flooded most springs.
In Buffy’s Corners, John partnered with two of his
brothers, William and James Haggert, to establish
the Haggert Foundry north of Buffy’s Tavern, near
today’s intersection of Nelson Street and Main Street.
Like in Beamsville, John focused on manufacturing
agricultural tools. He married Catherine Cochrane,
also a Scottish immigrant, in 1851.
Buffy’s Corners incorporated as a village on January
1, 1853. Methodist settlers William Lawson and John
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Elliot had mapped the

agricultural implements such as seeders, reapers, sulky

area and renamed the

horse rakes, self rakes, beaver mowers, triple harvesters,

community

“Brampton”

and award-winning threshers. They eventually expanded

after their hometown in

their product line to include steam engines, boilers, and

Cumberland,

Credit Valley stoves, and shipped products to clients as

England.

By 1853, about 500 people

far as Montreal and Manitoba.

lived around Brampton’s

In 1880, Haggert restructured the foundry as a joint

Four Corners intersection,

stock company, the Haggert Bros. Manufacturing Co.,

today’s intersection of Queen

with Haggert as president and Kenneth Chisholm as vice-

and Main, with another 500

president. Chisholm eventually organized Brampton’s

living in surrounding farms

Board of Trade in 1887.

and rural hamlets.

Figure 2: Mayor John Haggert earned
his position by participating on
Brampton’s school board and village
council. (Photo by Brampton Archives).
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Haggert served on Brampton’s school board, as

The Haggert Foundry

president of the Reform Associate of the County of Peel,

continued developing over

and as president of The Brampton’s Mechanics Institute

the next twenty years,

he fostered since 1858. The Institute roamed around

employing between 100 and 150 men by 1875. It eventually

Brampton until 1887 where it settled on the second

consumed a three-storey building, using the upper floors for

floor of the Golding block along Queen Street West. The

offices and the ground floors for workshops and retail outlets.

Institute was Brampton’s first library, providing Brampton

John

Haggert’s

palatial

mansion,

Haggertlea,

with access to the British classics, political philosophy,

finished construction in 1870. The Second Empire–style

religious writings, and an education of useful trades and

estate lay within walking distance of the foundry and

skills for the working men of the time.

town hall. Haggertlea still stands today as a Heritage
Site at 28 Elizabeth Street North.
Brampton incorporated as a township in 1874 and
elected John Haggert as its first mayor. Haggert served
for three years and resigned in 1877 to focus on his
foundry. The foundry specialized in manufacturing
48

In 2014, environmental planner Stavroula Kassaris
wrote a letter to Brampton’s Heritage Board. He quoted
a passage from the 1877 Illustrated Historical Atlas of Peel
about Haggert’s character and success.
John Haggert, thus far, has had a busy life, industry
has been his watchword and the success he has so
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far achieved adds still another proof that it is not

The Brampton Citizen’s Band

the possessor of brilliant abilities who achieve the

In 1884, funeral director and furniture dealer James

greatest results, but rather to the man possessed of

Crawford organized fifteen mechanics into Brampton’s

ordinary talents who exercises what he does possess
with the greatest diligence.

first community band, The Brampton Mechanics. While
the band’s website reasons that the name comes from

Haggert’s oldest son, Robert Haggert, inherited

the group’s affiliation with the Haggert Foundry, it’s

Haggertlea in 1888. Kassaris’ letter noted the destruction

also possible some members were mechanics through

of the Haggert Foundry’s main factory in a 1980 fire. As

Mechanic Institute memberships.

the only surviving structure of John Haggert’s enterprise,

An 1888 photo on the band’s website shows an eighteen-

the Haggert Block spans from 63 to 71 Main Street North.

man ensemble with their instruments. In the black-and-

It houses shops such as The Wee Smoke Shop, Brampton

white image, sixteen adults sporting lampshade or English

Shisha Shop, and Dolcezza Custom Cakes.

moustaches hold clarinets, tubas, and brass trumpets.
A boy and two teenagers also clutch trumpets, and the
tallest teenager at the back of the group carries a set of
bagpipes under his arm.
Crawford started the band tradition of playing at
summer garden parties and winter skating festivities,
performing a series of light classical and English march
tunes. In 1903, the Brampton Mechanics played at the
inauguration of Gage Park where they received a bandstand
that still stands today. The Brampton Mechanics played at
this bandstand for most of their picnic concerts.
That same year, Crawford retired, having served as
bandmaster for seventeen years. Crawford died in an
Etobicoke River flood in 1918, fifteen years later.

Figure 3: Many current Bramptonians may recognize Gage Park’s gazebo
as the popular wedding photo backdrop before identifying it as the BCB’s
century old bandstand. (Photo by Miller, K. R.)
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W. Emerson Downs became the band’s second
bandmaster when Crawford retired. Downs operated a
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workshop off Queen St called WE Downs: Grinding and

anniversary poster from 1984, 100 Years Young. The poster

Repairing. The shop specialized in manufacturing and

summarized the band’s bandmaster lineage in three

fixing engines and boilers. Downs earned notoriety when

columns with a collage of greyscale photos at the bottom.

his shop manufactured a car in 1906.

The collage included group photos of the band at concerts

Because the Haggert Foundry shut down in 1891, and

and profiles of select bandmasters such as Crawford and

because the Carnegie Library replaced the need for a

Downs. In a blank space, left-centered, a caption read

Mechanics Institute, Downs reorganized the Brampton

“Unavailable photo of Frank Tucker.”

Mechanics Band into the Brampton Citizen’s Band. In
1922, Downs led the Citizen’s Band to their first musical

The band’s website avoids mentioning Tucker, saying
JJ Buckle succeeded Downs as bandmaster by the 1930s.

competition at the Canadian National Exhibition (CNE).

In 1930, Brampton’s town council affiliated the

The Citizen’s Band won first place. Between 1923 and

Citizen’s Band with the Peel and Dufferin Regiment, the

1926, the Citizen’s Band placed first place twice, second

region’s standby battalion created during the Boer War

place, and third place at the annual CNE competition. In

in 1866. The affiliation renamed the band to the Peel

1927, Downs resigned from the Citizen’s Band to conduct

and Dufferin Regiment Band and set Lieutenant Buckle

Renfrew, Ontario’s community band, the Renfrew’s Band.

as their fourth bandmaster.

Frank Tucker succeeded Downs as bandmaster. The

Clarinettist and bandmaster of Toronto’s Queen’s

musical stature the Citizen’s Band earned under Downs

Own Rifles (QOR), Buckle was the first career musician

dissipated with Tucker’s leadership. A book published by

to conduct the Peel and Dufferin Regiment Band. Buckle

the Brampton Centennial Committee, Brampton’s 100th

led the Regiment Band back to victory at the CNE stage,

Anniversary as an Incorporated Town reads,

placing first nine times, second twice, and third once at

…although the band continued to fulfill its municipal
obligations, concerts, etc. contesting success under
Mr. Tucker was not evident.

On February 21, 2020, I visited the Peel Art Gallery,
Museum + Archives (PAMA). An archivist named
Samantha handed me the Citizen’s Band self-published
52

successive competitions. The Peel and Dufferin Regiment
Band played at summer picnics, winter shows, and at
the annual Peel Memorial Hospital Garden Parties. Corn
Riggs’s John Peel, a cheery, wind-centric British marching
band tune became one of their most popular pieces.
In 1936, the Peel and Dufferin Regiment merged with
Hamilton’s Lorne Rifles to become the Lorne Scots. After
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negotiating with Brampton’s town council, the band freed

The QOR employed clarinettist Lieutenant William

itself from the regiment and restored their name to The

Thais Atkins from England. Fred Bacon, president of

Brampton Citizen’s Band. The Lorne Scots Regimental

Brampton’s Senior Citizens, arranged with Brampton’s

Headquarters and Museum sits directly behind the

town council to invite Atkins to Brampton where he

Carnegie Library at 2 Chapel Street.

convinced Atkins to conduct the Citizen’s Band. Atkins

In 1937, the Citizen’s Band commemorated the

appointed Bacon as deputy bandmaster. Bacon would

coronation of King George VI. The Centennial Committee

eventually write the band’s chapter in the Centennial

book mentions that the band marched and played in

Committee’s book.

civilian clothing that day.

Atkins took over at a difficult time. As few as 12 men

The Second World War diverted men and attention

played at the traditional park concerts at Gage Park. They

away from the Citizen’s Band. While Canada deployed the

played with poor quality, second-hand instruments that

Lorne Scots on the western front, the CNE cancelled its

they’d probably used since Crawford’s direction in 1903.

events and competitions for the first time, serving as a

Town council only paid the bandmaster’s salary. The band

recruitment military camp during the war.

lacked the funds for attending competitions.

Captain Buckle fulfilled his responsibilities with the

In 1954, Ontario introduced a Band Tax Law to its

Citizen’s Band until his failing eyesight and weakening

Statutes. The by-law would provide the Citizen’s Band with

health forced his retirement in 1946. Consequently, both the

the desired funding or shut down the band if not enough

Citizen’s Band and Toronto’s QOR required a new bandmaster.

citizens voted in favour. During the Etobicoke River flood
of 1948, sheets of ice surfed through Main Street and
crashed through shop windows. Town council would
prioritize repairs over band funding.
Atkins and Bacon mounted a successful campaign. In
1995, the results of a poll showed that people voted strongly
in favour of the band. With funding assured, the band
stopped worrying about instruments, outfits, and municipal

Figure 4: Both the archived anniversary poster and the Centennial Committee
book recognize these four men as the most influential and character-defining
bandmasters the Brampton Concert Band has had. (Photo by Brampton Archives).
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responsibilities. In 1958, the Citizen’s Band prepared for
their first CNE under Atkins by entering and winning
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Toronto’s Kiwanis Festival in February, Woodstock’s Kiwanis

at Gage Park. Using Loughlin’s blueprints, Campbell

Festival in May, and Waterloo’s Band Contest in August. The

determined that only seven trees required removal. “Three

band won first place at September’s CNE.

of them are dead already,” Campbell told the Daily Times.

Under Atkins, the Citizen’s Band began their longest

On December 10, 1966, town council agreed to divide

win streak and eventually won what would be the highest

the budget and fund both the bandshell and the ice rink.

award ever given to a band in 1964: The Triple Crown. First,

Of the $180,000 budget, $140,000 went to the ice rink.

for best band in its class; first, for scoring the highest out

The leftover $40,000 could pay for the bandshell, but not

of all the bands; and first, for the best performance. The

for band rehearsal rooms. Prouse assured that public

band won over 25 contests under Atkins' direction.

washrooms remained within budget.

Citizen’s Band vs. Brampton Council
For years, the Citizen’s Band petitioned Brampton town
council for a new bandshell. Gage Park’s bandstand could
not house the growing band’s instruments any longer. The
band wanted a proper home.
In February 1966, town council finally agreed to find
funding for a new bandshell and band arena, only to introduce
an opposing ice rink project in September. The Citizen’s Band
committee had hired architect HF Loughlin to prepare cost

“I have to be a realist about it. Half a loaf is better
than none. At least we’re going to get a bandshell out of
this,” Campbell said.
By September 6, 1967, town council voted against
constructing the bandshell. Newly elected mayor, William
Brydon, said the Citizen’s Band had failed to decide whether
the bandshell would have practice rooms or not. Deputy
Bandmaster Fred C. Bacon spoke with the Daily Times on
March 12, 1968, about the necessity for proper facilities:

estimates and blueprints over the summer. On September 28,

Since 1962, when we started talking about a shell, everything

1966, Loughlin submitted plans for a bandshell that included

has changed. Nothing’s stable now. Music is growing so fast

rehearsal rooms, three practice rooms, a storage room, and
both private and public washrooms. He proposed Gage Park
as a good location for the bandshell.
Mayor Russel Prouse rejected the proposal, saying Gage

in the schools now that we were beaten by one point by a
school band in Toronto— that would never have happened
a year ago. If we are to survive, we must provide facilities
attractive to the children of today.

Park had too many valuable trees to lose. The band committee

On March 28, 1968, town council announced their

conceded and planned to propose another location. Town

renewed commitment to a new bandshell, one without

councillor Jack H. Campbell later met with site surveyors

practice rooms, storage facilities, or washrooms. The
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bandshell remains a blueprint today. No bandmaster has

Higgins’ arrangement of Big Band Spectacular. The BCB ended

come as close to receiving a new bandshell since Atkins.

the concert with John William’s cinematic score Raiders of the

Atkins served as bandmaster for 29 years and retired
in 1975 due to health reasons. The band honoured Atkins’

Lost Ark, a recognizable tune from Steven Spielberg’s 1981 film
Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark.

leadership at the 25th anniversary dinner and presented

In 1992, the BCB finally moved into the Carnegie

Atkins with an engraved silver baton. Mayor J. Archdekin

Library basement, what once was the children’s section,

gave a commemorative speech and gifted Atkins a pair of

at 55 Queen Street East. The Brampton Library’s Four

silver cufflinks on the town’s behalf.

Corners Branch at 65 Queen Street East, next door, had

The Brampton Concert Band
Cornetist Kenneth Cotterill, another English military
musician, replaced Fred Bacon as deputy bandmaster in
1970. Atkins later chose Cotterill as his successor. In his
first year as bandmaster, Cotterill led the Citizen’s Band to
another first place award at the 1976 CNE.
The archived anniversary poster, 100 Years Young,
congratulates Cotterill on changing the band’s image and
sound. The band finally became the Brampton Concert
Band (BCB) with a youth division called the Jazz Mechanics.
Long-since associated with the Lorne Scots, the Citizen’s
Band still played mostly light classical, march, and British
tunes like John Peel. Cotterill added modern, classical, and
cinematic scores to the band’s song repertoire.
The BCB played at a Christmas concert at Brampton’s
Shoppers World in 1988. I found the concert itinerary at
PAMA. The BCB opened the concert with established concert
band scores and arrangements such as O CANADA, Jim
Curnow’s Seacliffe Overture and Legend and Sundance, and John
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replaced the Carnegie Library in 1974.
Cotterill retired in 1997, leaving Jim Lewis as acting
bandmaster until trumpet player and music director Darryl
Eaton became the BCB’s seventh official bandmaster.
Eaton introduced the BCB to international stages, leading
them to venues in Austria, Italy, Switzerland, Ireland,
and France. And with the city council cutting funding for
all municipal societies and clubs, Eaton commissioned
original music for the BCB to play at their concerts. Eaton
also recorded the BCB’s three CDs and DVD.
Alfred Music Publishing composer Vince Gassi directed
the BCB after Eaton left in 2013, but it was Humber
College graduate Larry Shields who became the BCB’s
new bandmaster in September 2016. Shields remains
bandmaster today. The BCB’s homepage offers audio
snippets of the band’s recent, popular performances
such as: James Curnow’s Canadian Folk Song Rhapsody—a
medley of John Williams’s Harry Potter, A.I., and The Patriot
themes—and Vince Gassi’s own A Chesapeake Bay Adventure.
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The BCB’s last scheduled performance was on April
18, 2020 at the Rose Theatre, across the street from

From Mechanics to Musicians

squatting band member. The band members crowd around
a restored black and red Haggert Foundry engine.

the Carnegie Library. In March 2020, the coronavirus

To commemorate John Haggert and his foundry,

pandemic shut down non-essential activities in Ontario.

Brampton named a 500-metre residential street “Haggert

For the second time in history, the CNE was cancelled. The

Avenue.” The avenue is a twelve minute drive from

BCB and Jazz Mechanics have been on hiatus ever since.

downtown Brampton, away from Haggertlea, the foundry,
and city hall, where Haggert walked. In 1958, The

The Haggert Legacy
In 2003, Mum took my sister and me to Gage Park for
Brampton’s 150th anniversary celebrations—Brampton’s
Sesquicentennial. I don’t recall much of the festivities. I was
six-years-old. But I remember bus fares were free for the
day, and Mum tired of rewinding the same Barney cassette.
Maybe it’s because of this venture that I never understood
Gage Park’s attractiveness. The two food stalls and three
water fountains couldn’t compete with Chinguacousy Park’s
slides, swings, hills, and petting zoo. Gage Park’s white
gazebo wasn’t exciting to look at either.
I can’t recall hearing the Brampton Citizen’s Band (BCB)
play that day, but photos on the BCB’s website prove that the
band attended Brampton’s Sesquicentennial. One particular
group photo, snapped in front of the Rose Theatre, shows
55 band members dressed in formal outfits: black jackets,
black pants, red ties, and whites shirts with gold-laced
accents. Eaton, BCB’s seventh official bandmaster, stands
upfront wearing a maroon jacket. Five instruments made
the picture: three silver tubas placed before the engine, a
silver trumpet at Eaton’s side, and a bass propped against a
60

Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
honoured the Haggert Foundry’s influence on Brampton’s
industry with a plaque in Mississauga’s Cenotaph Park.
Early March 2020, I visited Brampton’s Pioneer
Cemetery. The cemetery’s website states that John
Haggert had purchased many burial plots, but offered
most of them to family and workmen who couldn’t afford
one. An engraved entrance plaque at the cemetery’s front
gates honours John Elliot, John Scott, and William Buffy
as Brampton’s founders, but omits John Haggert.
I had downloaded and read the brochure A Tour of
Brampton Pioneer Cemetery before visiting. The last page laid
out the family plots, so I knew to find the Haggert graves at
the far left corner of the enclosed property. I hopped over
a chequered button-up, a pair of tattered jeans, and ashen,
crinkled Ziploc bags to stand before five Haggert headstones.
The brochure listed

four names: Eva Bryson, daughter

of John and Catherine Haggert; William, 24-day-old son of
James and Jane Haggert; Jane Haggert, James’s wife; and
another infant son of James and Jane. The nameless child
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died on May 12, 1867. Jane’s headstone reads June 18, 1867,
one month after the death of the infant son.
I found a fifth Haggert grave with the headstone
cracked apart horizontally. Although the crack split across
where the name would be, this was John and Catherine
Haggert’s one-year-old daughter.
I didn’t find a grave for John Haggert.
I roamed the cemetery, expecting to read Crawford,
Downs, or Tucker but found Buffy, Wilkinson, Forster, Fenton,
Pickard, Dawson, McCelland, and many Elliots instead.
I left the cemetery and boarded a bus heading home.
From my window seat, I saw the Pioneer Cemetery
disappear into the surrounding commercial center. The
Dollarama, Giant Tiger, Shoppers World, Once Upon a
Child, and skeezy Goodlife Fitness hid the cemetery well. I
skimmed through the brochure again. One sentence read:
The Brampton Pioneer Cemetery stands today as a symbol of the
people who helped form the character of the City of Brampton.
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How Tiny Beetles are
Taking Down Large Forests
Rana Mitwaly

I

magine you burrow your home inside of a tree until thousands of grooves and lines result in a maze that only you

know your way around. The outer bark of the tree shelters
you and keeps you safe from an attack or being torn away
from the home you’ve carved yourself. But wait. Your tree
begins to get sick. You have chipped away so much of its
trunk that it begins to wither from the inside-out. Suddenly, your home becomes uninhabitable because you have
slowly killed it. One by one, trees around you begin to fall.
You are forced to relocate to a new tree, and eventually, to
a new forest. This is the life of a bark beetle.
The Bark Beetle
Thousands of different species of bark beetles exist around
the world. They are either black or brown in colour with
a cylindrical shape. There can be about sixty females
surrounding a single male, and inside the tree, the beetles
form a chamber where the female deposits her eggs.
Once the beetle’s eggs hatch, larvae emerge, which are
newborn beetles. These wormlike creatures, according
to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, burrow their own
tunnels through the tree bark, creating an intricate map.
Eventually the beetle surfaces as an adult from a self65
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a natural part of the forest life cycle and normally co-exist
with their tree hosts in balanced and manageable numbers.
Their reach spans from New Mexico to North America as
well as across Europe. However, in the past two decades,
the growth rate of bark beetle populations, especially in
British Columbia, have become far from normal.
Nature contains natural controls for the population
size and geographical spread of bark beetles. During the
winter, larvae are unable to survive cold temperatures,
and as a result, beetles die in large numbers. The rise
Figure 1: This image displays the unique tunnels that bark beetles bore inside a
tree. (Photo by Foto-Rabe from Pixabay)

made hole in the tree. Their body length is less than six
millimeters long––the same size as a single grain of rice––
yet they are capable of great destruction.
Each species of bark beetle impacts the health of the
tree in various ways. For example, some beetles damage
the tree’s roots by eating away at the phloem, which
is the vascular tissue responsible for the transport of
proteins and sugars throughout the tree. Eating the
phloem impacts the health and growth of the tree’s
seeds and fruits, consequentially halting the recovery
of the forest as less seeds are spread.
The Damage
According to a 2015 study published by Michael G. Ryan and
colleagues in the New Phytologist journal, bark beetles are
66

in global temperatures weakens this seasonal control.
According to Ryan’s study, the rise in global temperatures
and the number of droughts have also encouraged the
widespread death of trees.
Trees that do remain standing are weakened. In dryer
climates, soil holds less water. As the tree’s water reserve
depletes, the tree’s resin flow decreases as well. Tree resin
is an amber-colored liquid that is thicker than sap and is
sometimes used as an adhesive because of its sticky quality.
The function of tree resin is similar to the function of gluesticks, except its chemical properties help defend trees
against pests like bark beetles.
The Result
The warmer climates and decreased resin flow have
allowed bark beetles to survive in the winter and reproduce
at accelerated rates. According to an article by Cheryl Katz,
published by the Yale School of the Environment, bark
67
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beetle infestations have spanned about 17 million hectares

defenses, although effective in normal circumstances,

in British Columbia alone, an area 2000 times the size of

are weakened when the surrounding temperature of the

Toronto. If the trend continues, this could result in entire

trees is altered drastically from its normal range, which

forests being nearly wiped out in North America. Katz

has occurred as a result of climate change. According to

quotes a geographer with the University of Utah named

Hood et al.’s study, one possible solution to trees’ weakened

Jesse Morris who says that, “the amount of conifer mortality

defenses against bark beetle attacks is more low-severity

that we’re seeing both here and in Europe is unprecedented

wildfires: surface-level burns that roll through the forest

historically.” These once manageable and seemingly

at a controlled rate with little injury to trees. Wildfires and

harmless creatures have quickly become mass invaders,

bark beetles used to be common disturbances in North

with large forests falling victim to rice grain–sized beetles.

American forests. For millennia, the former balanced the

A Possible Solution: Can Burning a Forest Protect it?

latter. However, since the late 1800s more roads have been

Crick. Crack. Tsss. Often, when one thinks of forest
fires, the terrifying images of the Australian bushfire
or the California wildfires come to mind. However,

built, and more livestock have been grazing––there has
been a near-complete stop of low-severity fires to reduce
risks to humans and animals. As the number of wildfires

some forest fires are immensely helpful to trees,

decreased, the bark beetle populations increased.

especially against bark beetles.

The Benefit of Abiotic Challenges

In 2015, the Ecological Society of America

Ecosystems worldwide often face natural disasters and

published a study by Sharon Hood and colleagues,

other abiotic challenges. Abiotic challenges are physical

which investigates how low-severity fires can increase

disturbances to the environment not caused by living

tree defence against bark beetles. The study highlights

organisms, like fires and oil spills. These challenges-

how a plant’s survival depends on its ability to respond

-often provide necessary balance to ecosystems. Hood’s

to environmental cues. Plants’ chemical and physical

study references two other studies that demonstrate

defense mechanisms must react not only to constant

how a wildfire altered the frequency of snowshoe

environmental changes and fluctuations of available

hares and pine squirrels foraging for resources, and

nutrition, but even random natural disasters.

led to benefits for the ecosystem. In those cases, the

Manyplantsandtreeshavestrategiestodefendthemselves
against preying insects and animals. These natural
68

reduction in foraging gave the trees time to develop new
defence mechanisms against the hares and squirrels.
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of resin ducts, where resin resides, increased by 24% after
a bark beetle attack. This shows that one of the ways trees
evolve to produce more resin and better resist the bark
beetle attacks is by surviving intense bark beetle outbreaks.
Trees’ antibody processes are similar to humans’. Once
the body fights off the sickness, its immunity increases
because it is better equipped with antibodies—which are
proteins produced by the immune system to fight viruses
and bacteria—to fight similar illnesses in the future.
Similarly, after a low-density forest fire, Hood et al.’s study
showed that the resin duct area was between 80 to 87%
Figure 2: This image displays adhesive tree resin secreted from resin ducts
found in the rings of a tree. (Photo by ValeriaLu from Pixabay)

Low-severity fires result in less dense forests, where
the healthier trees no longer face excessive competition
and thrive from more available resources. This, in
turn, helps the trees protect themselves from the bark
beetle infestations. The healthier trees develop stronger
defense mechanisms that can, for example, force bark
beetles from the bark by chemically flushing them out.

greater, signalling a massive increase in the amount of resin
production. When fires are introduced to the environment,
it acts like a vaccine, helping the tree produce more
antibodies before the sickness even arrives. In other words,
fires serve as a warning to trees to produce more resin as
a means of protection, so that when a bark beetle attack
comes, the tree is better prepared to defend itself.
While fires and forests seem like two things that should
always be separated, low-severity fires can be beneficial
to forests, by preparing them to fight incoming waves of

Antibodies for Trees

infestations. The authors of Hood’s study conclude that,

In addition to greater resources from less competition,

because tree resistance depends on a complex system of

fires also trigger a response from the trees that results in a

defence mechanisms, there is still more research needed

greater amount of resin production. Resin is located inside

to determine the long-term effects of low-severity fires.

a tree’s rings, and it carries chemical agents that are toxic

Nonetheless, the research does illuminate the possible benefits

to pests like beetles. Hood et al.’s study found that the size

of an element once seen as an enemy of the environment.
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The Roadside Michelin Meal
Nayana Agrawal

M

arinated chickens hang from hooks above piping
hot iron pans. A bright red poster pasted to the side

of the stall proclaims: Singapore Best Foods, Enjoy! A long
line of hungry customers snakes its way along the pavement outside Liao Fan hours before it opens. They are
waiting for a taste of Liao Fan Hong Kong Chicken and
Noodles, which sits between rows of stalls run by hawkers,
or food vendors, in the popular Chinatown Food Complex
in Singapore. Behind the stall stands Chan Hon Meng, a
52-year-old man, the sole owner and chef of the world’s
cheapest Michelin Star restaurant.
When you think of a Michelin star restaurant, you
might imagine tan leather chairs that surround small tables
draped with pristine white tablecloths. Well-dressed waiters
that serve tiny platters with names nobody can pronounce.
Cocktail servers that pour vintage champagne into crystal
glasses with an expert twist of their wrist. But at the end
of the meal, customers go home with a hollow feeling in
their stomachs, and their wallets. Liao Fan shatters these
preconceptions by serving a heaping plate of chicken and
rice at just two Singaporean dollars per serving.
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with his recipe. Chan marinates the chicken in “soy sauce,
garlic, ginger, and a secret, special spice blend” before
roasting, braising, and serving it with a side of plain
noodles or rice. What started as an unremarkable stall in
Chinatown is now a must-visit location for thousands of
Singaporean locals and tourists.
A Brief History of the Michelin Star
The Michelin star selection process is shrouded in mystery.
Nobody knows who’s responsible for nominating restaurants
for the award or by what exact criteria they’re chosen. For a
chef, a Michelin star is undeniable proof of skill, quality, and
success. But how and when did this elusive reward start?
Figure 1: Liao Fan Hong Kong Chicken and Noodles Stall in Chinatown
(Michelin Guide ASIA Youtube Channel)

The Road to Liao Fan
Chan Hon Meng started cooking because he believed that
“good food should be made simple and affordable.” At
fifteen, he moved to Singapore from his village in Ipoh,
Malaysia, hoping to trade a rural life of farming for new
and more exciting career opportunities. Chan trained with
a chef in a small Chinese restaurant, learned the technique
for Hong Kong style chicken, then in 2009, opened his own
stall selling braised chicken and noodles in Chinatown.
At Chan’s hawker stall, the braised chicken seems
simple on the surface, but Chan spent years experimenting
with sauces and roasting techniques until he was satisfied
74

Figure 2: 1900 Edition of the Michelin Guide (Photo by Michelin Guide History,
Unreserved Media)
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The first Michelin star comes not from an elite food

time, the restaurant section of the brochure got so popular,

critic, but from a Paris tire company. In the early 1900s,

the brothers recruited anonymous diners, now known as

shortly after the Industrial revolution, brothers Andre

restaurant inspectors, to review different restaurants. The

and Edouard Michelin devised a plan to popularize cars

inspectors don’t look at the interior decoration, quality

and create a demand for the tires they manufactured. At

of dishware, or the prices; their only goal is to judge the

the time, there were fewer than 3,000 cars in all of France.

restaurant’s food. Each restaurant is visited by multiple

The Michelin brothers printed small, red brochures,

inspectors to eliminate bias and ensure consistency in the

known as the Michelin Guide, to attract new customers

quality of cooking.

to their store. It included valuable information like how

In 1926, the Michelin Guide began awarding fine dining

to change a tire, where to fill petrol, and how to navigate

establishments with stars. Soon, chefs and food critics

the city using maps. Because driving and maintaining

began viewing the guide as a reliable and trustworthy

cars was still new to the general Parisian population,

source to fine dining.

the brochures provided information which customers

Originally, restaurants could earn one star to show

wouldn’t find otherwise. Printed alongside these tips was

that they were considered “fine dining establishments.”

a guide to popular restaurants in Paris where people could

In 1936, when the award became more popular, the

drive to enjoy a delicious meal at the end of a long trip.

Michelin Guide expanded to include a three-star system

Whenever a customer stopped by the shop, the brothers

to differentiate between levels of quality.

offered them a brochure, free of cost.
Within a decade, the Michelin Guide became a

: High-quality cooking, worth a stop

household name. Customers visited the tire shop regularly

: Excellent cooking, worth a detour

just to pick up the latest brochure. One day, Andre Michelin

: Exceptional cuisine, worth a special journey

passed by a rival tire shop to see his beloved brochures
propped up on a workbench to attract customers. The

The expansion of the Michelin Guide didn’t stop there;

brothers decided to launch a brand-new Michelin Guide:

the Michelin Tire company ensured their brochure stayed

they redesigned the brochure by including a list of hotels

relevant and up-to-date. After launching a web brochure,

in Paris, added paid advertisement space, and sold them

they added interactivity and allowed site visitors to book

for seven francs each, or about 10 Canadian dollars. Over

hotels and check travel availability. The company wanted
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to stay true to the brochure’s original intent and provide
readers with tourism and fine dining guidance in a way
that was accessible in the modern era.
Today, the Michelin Guide represents the global
restaurant hall of fame. Although it’s still managed
and owned by the Michelin Tire company, most people
recognize the Guide as an independent production. It
contains ratings for over 30,000 establishments in over
30 territories across three continents. The rating system
also expanded to include different categories. These
range from the typical culinary review to comfort and
quality, interesting cocktails and beers, and ethical and
sustainable business practices.
The typical Michelin star restaurant, like Alinea in
Chicago, Illinois, has a customer wait-list that spans
weeks and sometimes even months, with meals that
cost more than 250 USD per person. For some, a visit to
a Michelin star restaurant highlights a special occasion.
For others, it’s a once in a lifetime opportunity. Chan
Hon Meng’s success shows that Michelin dining can be
cheap, simple, and still delicious.
Chan Hon Meng’s Michelin Star

Figure 2: 1900 Edition of the Michelin Guide (Photo by Michelin Guide History,
Unreserved Media)

“When I first became a chef, there were chefs who
told me [that] the highest honor you could attain is to
be in the Michelin Guide,” Chan said in an interview for
the Michelin Guide Asia YouTube channel. “At the time,
I didn’t imagine that [they] would come here; I thought it
was just something found abroad.”
Chan was recognized in Michelin’s first ever guide to fine
dining in Singapore. The guide has been circulating for over
a century, yet it has only recently ventured into Asian cuisine.
For Chan Hon Meng, the Michelin star was more than

When a restaurant inspector contacted Chan with

international recognition of his braised chicken restaurant;

congratulations for earning a Michelin star and an

it gave him an opportunity to “represent every hawker in

invitation to the Michelin Guide Singapore Gala, Chan

Singapore and bring [their] cuisine to the world.”
In October 2016, a few months after receiving his

couldn’t believe it.

Michelin star, Chan partnered with Hersing Culinary to
78
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open a franchise location in Tai Seng, Singapore. Today,
the franchise includes twelve restaurants in six countries,
including Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines.
The Legacy of Liao Fan
Liao Fan Hong Kong Chicken and Noodles allowed
more Asian hawker stalls, like the Hill Street Tai Hwa
Pork Noodle Stall, to earn global recognition. In 1997,
the Michelin Guide created the “Bib Gourmand” award,
which is the equivalent of a Michelin star for affordable
and high-quality food. Notable recipients include Rolina
Singapore Traditional Hainanese Curry Puffs and Chai
Chuan Tou Yang Rou Tang.
Chan Hon Meng spearheaded the Michelin star’s
evolution from a symbol of wealth and elitism to a mark of
quality, and showed the world that one can enjoy a gourmet
meal at the side of the road for less than two dollars.
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Of Bears, Blogs, and Melting Ice:
Study Reveals that Blogs Could
Contribute to Public Climate
Change Denial
Radhia Rameez

P

icture this: a polar bear stands on a floe of ice, gazing out at the surrounding expanse of sea. Perhaps it

treks across the Arctic, leaving a lonely trail of footprints
in its wake. For many of us, this image would bring one
thing to mind: climate change.
For others, the images might elicit a very different idea.
Climate change naysayers are now using the image of polar
bears to propagate a message of denial. In 2017, a research
team led by Ecologist Jeffrey Harvey published a study that
investigated this depiction of polar bears in climate change
denial messages. Their goal to discern a cause for the public
skepticism and misconceptions about global warming led
the researchers to a place rarely represented in science
literature: the blogosphere. The paper published by Harvey
et al., “Internet Blogs, Polar Bears, and Climate-Change
Denial by Proxy,” revealed that nearly half of climate change
blogs ignore overwhelming scientific evidence to promote
messages of climate change denial.
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"The magnitude of evidence [for climate change] would

Harvey and his colleagues then focused on ninety

overwhelm these bloggers, so they focus on polar bears,"

internet blogs that shared the same keywords. They

Harvey says in an interview with Mashable, explaining

discovered that the content of these blogs fell into two

why polar bears appear to be prime targets of denialists.

categories: science-based and science denying. Forty-five

“You pick one or two [climate change-related] topics when

of ninety blogs fell under the category “science-based,”

the evidence is not in your favour.”

while the other forty-five stood on the opposite end of

The Public Thinks That Polar Bears are Okay: Here’s why
Over the years, satellite records from organizations like
NASA have provided a large body of scientific evidence
supporting loss of sea ice due to rising temperatures.
Despite this, there remains a wide rift between the
scientific stance on climate change and how the public
perceives it. Dr. Jeff Harvey, along with his diverse team
of scientists, used the polar bear to investigate how
internet blogs might exacerbate this rift between the
scientific and the non-scientific.
The study first examined ninety-two peer-reviewed
scientific papers that focused on key words like “climate
change,” “sea ice,” and “polar bears.” The researchers
scored each piece based on what stance it takes on sea
ice and polar bears. For instance, the three stances
under “sea ice” included:
1. Sea ice is increasing/recovering
2. Sea ice is decreasing
3. Sea ice is declining today, but this could be due to
natural climate variability

84

the spectrum, under “science denying.” None of the blogs
took a neutral stance. The science-based pieces presented
arguments and evidence from peer-reviewed, published
literature or accepted scientific ideas while the sciencedenying blogs attacked scientists and played up scientific
uncertainties. For example, Harvey describes how popular
denialist blogger, Susan Crockford, repeatedly ignored
scientific evidence to “downplay the contribution of sea-ice
loss to polar bear population declines in the Beaufort Sea.”
Crockford is known to criticize peer-reviewed papers
by name-calling and accusing the research of being
“bogus,” “lame,” and “dangerous.” Her blog, Polar Bear
Science, claims that “less summer ice has been a net
benefit to most animals in the Arctic and peripheral seas,”
and features derisive statements about the association
between polar bears and climate change. “The poor
creatures are supposed to jolt us out of thinking about
abstract concepts and make us weep that our own
selfishness is condemning these magnificent animals to
a painful and hungry end,” Crockford writes on her blog.
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Figure 2: A glaring denialist article title from Watts up with That blog. (Screenshot
from wattsupwiththat.com)

based blogs acknowledge the dangers polar bears face
from Arctic global warming, such as increased difficulties
in hunting, mating and travelling, more than 75 percent
of the denialist blogs contradict this (See Figure 1). The
charts also show that 100 percent of the science-based
blogs inform their readers that the Arctic ice is declining,
while nearly half of the denialist blogs insist that the Arctic
Figure 1: Charts taken from Harvey’s study displaying the stark differences between
the opinion of denialist bloggers and science-based bloggers. (Photo by Harvey et al.)

Blog posts like Crockford’s often base their writings
on other climate change denial blogs, as opposed to peerreviewed scientific papers. They use hyperlinks, which tend
to give an impression of authenticity and make readers think
they are backed by scientifically established external sources.
These links often circle back to other denialist sources.
The charts below display the stark contrast between the
stances taken by the science-denying and science-based
blogs regarding polar bears, sea ice, and Arctic global
warming (AGW). While nearly 90 percent of the science86

ice is either increasing or recovering.
Harvey explains that the findings are all the more
alarming because blogs are easily accessible by people
and can garner millions of views, further widening the
gap between scientific consensus and public perception.
For instance, the popular science-denying blogging site,
Watts Up With That (WUWT), is one of the most visited
climate websites in the world, with more than two million
views per month. The image below depicts a screenshot
of the Watts Up With That website with a result of a site
search using keywords “polar bears” and “ice.”
At the time of this writing (2020), the Watts Up With That
Facebook group has a total of 2,807 members, and their
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Facebook page has amassed a following of 13,000 likes.

social media platforms. This approach could help bridge the

The comments and conversations that circulate in these

gap between the scientific community and the public.

social media sites serve as a “denialist community,” where
like-minded individuals insult environmental scientists
(“...they are nothing but communists in disguise”), label
scientists as “alarmists,” and even threaten them with
violence. For example, on a Facebook post about scientist
Bill Nye, someone comments: “Give me a shot at tying
your bow tie; it’s not tight enough.”

The Visuals of Climate Change
Climate change is a difficult concept to envision. To the nonexpert mind, climate change seems abstract and distant to
grasp, and perceptions are based more on emotions than
scientific facts. This makes visual discourse more crucial.
But which pictures tell the truth about climate change?
An old man and a cow stand on an expanse of parched

Study Advises Scientists to Venture out of their Labs

ground. Both beast and master are scrawny, skin stretched taut

and Lecture Rooms

over protruding ribs. Under their feet, mud cracks indicate a

Why do we not see scientists “out there” debunking climate

severe drought; perhaps this was once a paddy field, or a pond.

change myths? Harvey and his team cite several studies

In another image, a smiling (and obviously staged)

such as J. E. Hanson’s 2007 paper, “Scientific Reticence

family installs draught excluders in their doorway to reduce

and Sea Level Rise,” which suggests that most scientists

heat loss. The “father” holds a hammer in his hand, while

are reluctant to venture out into public arenas to actively

the “son” helps. The “wife” and “daughter” look on.

counter misinformation. Reasons for this could vary––
their jobs could be at risk, they could lack incentive, or they
could simply be acting upon the “tradition for scientists to
focus on the remaining uncertainties in their knowledge...
rather than the certainties that require no more attention.”
However, Harvey’s paper argues that the world needs
scientists to venture into public space.
One way of countering climate change misinformation,
Harvey advises, is for scientists to “directly engage the public
in the media.” Harvey suggests that a good way to do this is
to use the very tools employed by climate change denialists:
88

Figure 3: Two contrasting images that Chapman and his team used in the survey.
The image on the left was generally scoffed at, while the one on the right stirred up
powerful emotions. (Photo by Transition Belsize (left) and Reuters (right))
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Chapman’s research took place in two parts. The first
consisted of four workshop-style discussion groups in
London and Berlin. The second was an international online
survey with more than 3000 participants across the UK,
USA, and Germany. The researchers began by asking all
participants a series of questions to determine their levels
Figure 4: A table of questions from Chapman’s research paper. (Photo by Chapman et al.)

of empathy, ideology, worldviews, and attitudes towards
the future. Researchers then randomly assigned each

Examine the two climate change images in Figure 3. Do

participant sets of images. After the participants viewed

they connect with you? What do you think each one is trying

each image, Chapman and his team asked another round

to convey? Would you share it on social media, or talk about

of questions about the image and what emotions it elicited

it with family and friends? And most importantly, how

from participants. The table in Figure 4 lists questions the

do they make you feel? These are some of the questions

researchers used in their discussion workshops.

research scientist Daniel Chapman, from the University of
Massachusetts, set out to answer in his international study
on climate change visuals and their effectiveness.
Backed by environmental organizations like Climate
Outreach, Chapman’s 2016 study “Climate Visuals: A
mixed method investigation of public perceptions of
climate change in three countries” formed the basis of a
larger project to formulate guidelines for communicators
to better portray climate change through images. The
researchers then used these guidelines to create an
online repository of pictures for bloggers, journalists, and
environmental organizations. As Chapman writes, “The
imagery used to communicate climate change can and
should be more diverse than polar bears and melting ice.”
90

Figure 5. A little humour in images never goes amiss, and most participants in the online
survey, as well as the discussion groups, responded positively to this image. (Photo by
Francis R. Malasig/epa/Corbis)
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The Results: “Tell Us New Stories, Tell Us Real Stories”
Chapman and his team discovered that while images of
ice caps and smokestacks work well enough for those who
are unfamiliar with global warming, most people wanted
images that told “new” stories. This was especially visible
in the discussion groups, where participants were fed up
with clichéd visuals. In fact, the researchers recorded
participants describing the iconic image of a pair of hands
cupping a burning globe as “a bit stupid” and “a bit naff,”
while another participant said it “pisses [him] off.”
Participants also scoffed at staged setups and showed a
strong affinity towards images that showed “real” people.
For instance, in Figure 3, the pretend family installing
draught excluders attracted jeers and laughs, while the
image of the old farmer with the cow elicited powerful
emotions ranging from troubled to motivated. In fact, the
researchers also discovered that images such as the latter,
which portrayed the effects of climate change, seemed to
provide the greatest incentive for “personal change.”
Other findings included a preference towards pictures
where the subject held eye contact, and an appreciation for
humour. For instance, the image below depicting a newlywed
couple showing off their wedding bands while surrounded

Figure 6. Then US President Barack
Obama at the 2014 United Nations
Climate Summit. (Photo by the
United Nations. CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

Figure 7. Then UK Prime Minister David
Cameron poses with some sled dogs in
Svalbard, Norway. (Photo by Andrew
Parsons/PA/Pool/Reuters/Corbis)

In short, key findings of the research included:
1. Tell real stories, not staged ones. (For instance,
the image of the old man with the cow as opposed to the
image of the obviously staged family).
2. Tell new stories. (Try to avoid clichéd visuals of
burning globes and polar bears).
3. Show climate change at scale. (For example, depict
a congested highway rather than a single driver).
4. Show climate impacts.
5. Understand your audience. (For example, people
unfamiliar with climate change would appreciate overused
visuals such as polar bears and ice caps, while those more
learned about it would prefer less clichéd images).

by floodwaters was well received by workshop participants,

Of Protests, Pickets and Politicians

who found it funny, engaging and informative (See Figure 5).

According to Daniel Chapman’s 2016 international study,
“Climate Visuals,” politicians and protestors also give
climate change a bad name.
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many stated they felt like “politicians abuse the topic [of
climate change] to their own ends.” In fact, one participant
said the pictures below made him “almost vomit.” These
reactions seemed to be driven by the participant’s stance
on the politician in question, as well as a common notion
that politicians only use the topic of climate change to
further their own political agendas.
The other low-rated image depicts a whistle-blowing,
placard-wielding environmentalist with a painted face,
marching in a climate strike. Protest marchers, Chapman
discovered, stood next to politicians on the bottom rung
when it came to visual discourse, especially those images
Figure 8. A protestor in a climate march. (Photo by Franck Robichon/European Pressphoto Agency)

In researching the psychology of photographic

with “white, Western” individuals who looked like they
were having a “fun day out” rather than trying to save

climate change images, Chapman hoped to identify the
types of visuals that the public found unappealing––
those most likely to elicit eye-rolls, skepticism or strong
aversion. Upon analyzing the results, Chapman and
his research team came up with a number of climate
change visual don’ts. The top contenders were images
depicting politicians and protestors.
Chapman discovered that the stereotypical perception
of politicians as scheming and untrustworthy persisted
among participants of the study, with the two images
below (See Figure 6) receiving the lowest ratings in both
online and in-person surveys. Most participants reacted
strongly with distrust or disgust towards the visuals, and
94

Figure 9. German leader Angela Merkel gazes out of a helicopter window at wind turbines. (Photo by
Guido Bergmann/Bundesregierung-Pool via Getty Image)
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seriously, but these balloons, and this foam finger, are the
worst for the environment.”
The Exceptions
Chapman and his team encountered a few inconsistencies
in the participants’ perceptions of picketers and politicians.
Photographs depicting “day-to-day” actions, as well as
those which seemed natural and unstaged appeared to
elicit more positive reactions from the participants of the
study. For instance, when presented with the image of
German Chancellor Angela Merkel gazing thoughtfully at
Figure10:IndigenousprotestorsinLima,Peru.protestors.(PhotobyChristianRinke-Lazo/Greenpeace)

offshore wind turbines (See Figure 9), one of the workshop

the world. Participants found it difficult to relate to the

moment of ‘Oh look at that, that is what I have done. Nice

placard-toting, painted protestors and were skeptical about

one…’ At least she’s impressed. I like that.”

participants commented: “I think she is having an honest

their intentions. For example, a number of participants

There were exceptions for protestors, too. For example,

derisively referred to the individual in Figure 8 as a “frat

an emotional image of three climate strikers comforting

guy,” with one cynically claiming that he “probably used

each other after learning of Trump’s triumph at the

the same face paint to paint himself at Glastonbury this

presidential elections in 2016 came across as heartfelt rather

weekend, and rubbed out ‘climate’ and put Kanye West.”

than phony. Participants of the study also sympathized

Another participant described activist marchers as “either

with protestors directly affected by climate change and

hipsters trying to be cool or... lunatic extremists.”

considered them “more authentic and compelling.” For

Participants

also

viewed

protestors

as

being

instance, Figure 10, which depicts indigenous marchers

hypocritical or having a sheep mentality. For instance,

from Lima, Peru, would be seen in a far more favourable

participants scoffed at a similar image of a youth protestor

light than the image with the blue-faced marcher.

carrying a foam finger, and accused the young girl of

The researchers acknowledge that it is impossible for

simply “jumping the bandwagon.” One of the workshop

the media to completely shun images with politicians and

participants stated, “She wants you to take the threat

protestors, especially when covering landmark events
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like the United Nations Climate Summit. Their message,
however, is that if it must be done, communicators should
ensure that the visuals speak from the heart.
Climate change is more than a stockpile of cold scientific
facts. It encompasses human stories spanning the entire
globe, tales of floods and fires, droughts and disease. The
findings of Chapman’s research aim to tell these stories
with heart. To do this, the researchers created a virtual
library of visuals called the Climate Visuals image library.
Created in 2017, the Climate Visuals library is now
accessible online, globally. It contains over 600 images
categorized into four galleries: Climate Causes, Climate
Impacts, Climate Solutions, and New Stories. The team
hopes that it will help communicators avoid clichéd visual
discourse, and tell the tale of climate change as it should
be told––knowledgeably, passionately and truthfully.
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In Search Of David Blackwood:
Erindale Artist-In-Residence
(1969-1975)
Helen Yu

W

hen I first encountered David Blackwood, all I
found was a name and a place. Heading towards

the University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM) bus terminal
in November 2018, I noticed a navy sign among several,
directing me to the Blackwood Gallery. UTM’s Department of Visual Studies describes the gallery as presenting
“contemporary art and new media...featuring the work
of local, national, and international professional artists.”
While Room 140 of the Kaneff Centre houses the main gallery, an additional e|gallery exists on the ground floor of
the Communication, Culture and Information Technology
Building (CCT). I saw none of Blackwood’s famous prints
in either space—reasonably odd, given the name.
Two months later, at 5:00 a.m. on January 29th, 2019, I
encountered David Blackwood for the second time. This time, I
found a face and a voice. A camera panned across Blackwood’s
Newfoundland studio in a CBC interview conducted in 2013.
I was then researching Blackwood for a local history
project about the early years of Erindale College, 1967
to 1977. Blackwood lived at Erindale College from 1969
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to 1975 as its first Artist-in-Residence, a program which

is especially odd after hearing Blackwood tell me how

allowed him to live and work on campus and contribute to

foundational his Erindale years were to his later success.

the Erindale Art Committee.

The few records of his tenure exist in the appendices, as

Blackwood, seventy-nine-years-old, continues to be
one of Canada’s most esteemed artists. The Canadian

scattered anecdotes in even more scattered sources:
•

Encyclopedia cites his service on the Board of Trustees
at the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) and on the Inuit

On the second-last page of David Blackwood: Master
Printmaker (2001) by William Gough, under Chronology.

•

On the third-last page of Celebrating 40 Years at the

Art Foundation, Ottawa. Blackwood went on to win

University of Mississauga (2011) edited by John Percy

several national accolades post-Erindale, including the

and Sabeen Abbas, under Encyclopedia of Erindale.

Government of Canada National Heritage Award and the

•

In a wrinkled manila envelope titled “Artists in

Order of Canada in 1993, the Order of Ontario in 2002, and

Residence” filed inside a box in the university library’s

Honorary Chair of the AGO in 2003.

archive room on the third floor.

On the evening of February 15th, 2019, I called
Blackwood’s home in Port Hope, Ontario.

•

In the folder titled “Erindale College Artist-in-Residence”
in Box five of David Blackwood Fonds archived at the

“Hello?”

AGO. (Blackwood archived 30 boxes of documents from

I recognized his voice immediately. It hadn’t changed

his Newfoundland studio to the Gallery in 2017).

since the 2013 CBC interview.

If you want to know the story of David Blackwood’s time

“You’re lucky I picked up the phone,” Blackwood later

as Artist-in-Residence at Erindale, you have to start at the

told me. “My wife usually handles these calls and she

right place. As it turns out, the story doesn’t begin with him.

doesn’t allow interviews most of the time.”
Anita Blackwood manages all of Blackwood’s professional
correspondence, and discontinued his email address in 2009
due to the overwhelming amount of fan mail and spam.
If you search for David Blackwood’s Artist-in-Residence
period at Erindale College, you will find little—at first.
Biographical texts about Blackwood largely skip over his
five-year stay from September 1969 to February 1975. This
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Figure 1: “The Burning of the SS Diana” (1968), Source: ArtNet
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It begins with Isabel Wilson, the wife of J. Tuzo

At first, Blackwood declined. He lived in downtown

Wilson, Erindale’s first principal.
The Wilsons in Wesleyville: A Lingering Spark
Anita Blackwood described J. Tuzo Wilson as a
“Renaissance man.” Famed for his contributions to plate
tectonics, the Canadian geophysicist was also interested
in music, fine art, literature, and theatre. In 1968, on a
trip to accept an honorary degree at Memorial University
in St. John’s, the Wilsons attended an art show. The show
featured a series of stark, gloomy prints of Wesleyville, a
fishing village along the northern coast of Bonavista Bay,
Newfoundland. The prints were the work of Wesleyville
artist David Blackwood, born on November 7th, 1941.
One particular print caught the eye of Isabel Wilson,

Toronto, didn’t own a car and couldn’t drive. But Tuzo
wasn’t one to give up easily. Blackwood received a second
call, some days later. At Tuzo’s request, the university
offered to build a house on campus for Blackwood on
Mississauga Road, as well as a studio nearby. This offer
led to Erindale's Artist-in-Residence program. The
program allowed an artist to live and work on campus and
contribute to the Erindale Art Committee.
In September 1969, David Blackwood arrived at Erindale
College. His plan was to stay for a year and then go home.
But one year turned into two. Two turned into three. In
1975, Blackwood finally left campus with a wife and a son.
Early Exhibitions: Erindale’s Art Committee

Tuzo’s wife. It depicted a throng of men in dark, heavy

After February 22, getting a follow-up interview proved

coats absorbed in grim quarrel. Faces blackened by the

difficult. I called the Blackwood home listed on the

dying daylight, the sky glows overhead, dusted in snowfall.

Yellow Pages on Tuesday, March 6th, and then on the 8th

This is The Burning of the SS Diana, a triptych etching

and 9th. Each call went to voicemail. I called again the

Blackwood had completed earlier in 1968.

following week to similar results. Finally, on the evening

According to Anita, Mrs. Wilson called Blackwood at

of Thursday, March 22nd, somebody picked up.

his Spadina studio in Toronto to make an appointment

“Hello?” A hoarse voice answered. It was Anita.

to see him. At the appointment, Mrs. Wilson purchased

“Hi. Actually, Mrs. Blackwood, I was wondering if I

Diana as a gift for her husband. Not long after Tuzo

could ask you about your experiences at Erindale? Your

returned to Erindale, Blackwood received a call from the

husband mentioned that you worked there.”

university to ask that he drop by once a week to share his
artwork with the students and faculty.

“Yes, of course, sure. You’ll have to forgive my voice—
I’m recovering from a bout of typhus and I’m in the
middle of fixing some supper.”
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I told her the interview would take just fifteen

of the North Building like a giant abacus. Dubbed the

minutes. Pots and pans clattered as we chatted. We

“Matrix One,” White solemnly holds one side of it, clad in

ended up talking for an hour. From the sound of her

wire-frame glasses, slacks and a white shirt.

voice, brighter and livelier, and the number of times we
laughed, Anita didn’t seem to mind.

“[Mississauga] had been like a little town back then,”
Anita told me. “Everyone knew everybody.” Apple farms

“I tend to get carried away,” she gushed, after I

flourished. A few academic buildings and cottages dotted

mentioned the time. “If you ever have more questions,

the campus. In 1969, a shuttle bus carried students

don’t hesitate to call!”

between Hart House at the University of Toronto St.

As a student faculty member of Erindale’s Art
Committee in 1967, Anita had been involved in the college

George campus to Erindale. “You could go to Kensington
Market for lunch. We all had a common lunch period.”

art scene since Erindale’s inception. Erindale’s first gallery

Anita recalled the first Christmas cafeteria dinner at

wasn’t much of a gallery, she recalled. There had been

Erindale. “Professor Spiegel brought an electric carving

extra space in the front foyer of the North Building (then

knife for the turkey at his table!” Electric knives had been

called the Temporary Building), a corridor that ran to the

scarce and valued back then.

science department. Anita was in charge of setting up 3D

A member of Erindale that not many people know

installation pieces. Allan Powell, a British professor of

now, but whom Anita insists was vital to the college

sociology who headed the Art Committee, invited artists

community, was Vivian Degutis, the school nurse. “She

he knew from downtown Toronto to display their art at

was [...] a wonderful woman, especially when students

Erindale. Anita said the installations created a fun, casual

needed someone to talk to for mental health concerns.

space for the artists to talk about their work. One of these

You know, like when someone was getting over a breakup

artists was Katja Jacobs, a Ukrainian abstract painter

with a boyfriend, things like that.”

and printmaker. Her artwork appeared in Erindale’s first
exhibition in 1967, running from October 11th to 20th.
The exhibition also featured Norman White, an American
artist specializing in electronic artwork. In a photo from
the Mississauga News, dated October 18th, 1967, a threefoot high rhombus of metal spheres leans against the wall
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Fear Not the Ides of March
On the evening of March 15th, 1969, Allen Powell, a
sociology professor and head of the Art Committee, told
Anita that his colleague John Percy from the Astronomy
Department had said that something exciting was
happening in the night sky.
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“Why don’t you come along?” Powell asked her.
So, along with a few of her friends, Anita and Powell
waited outside for Percy to join them. But Percy never
showed. Powell suggested they head to the North
Building. The staff common room, Powell said, had a
reception for a new Artist-in-Residence in the fall, and
there would be wine and cheese.
The reception that evening featured an exhibit
of Charlotte Schreiber’s watercolours that Anita had

Figure 3-4: Blackwood working in his Erindale studio (1969-1975)
Source: AGO Blackwood Fonds Box 18-2

helped to organize with philosophy professor Aaron

“So, my friends and I went with Professor Powell to get

Rosenthal. Schreiber was an artist who had lived and

some wine and cheese,” Anita recalled. As it turned out,

worked on the Erindale grounds in the 1880s. She stayed

Percy was at the exhibit, chatting with David Blackwood,

in Lislehurst, dubbed a heritage property site by the

then in his late 20s. Professor Rosenthal joined them and

City of Mississauga in 1985. Schreiberwood, one phase

introduced Anita to David.

of residences at UTM, is named after her.

“March 15. The day Caesar was killed,” Anita said.
“David and I joke about how [the Ides of March are]
supposed to be bad luck for everyone. But it wasn’t for us.”
Earlier receptions occurred in the fall of 1968 during
an Erindale Blackwood print exhibition, but Anita hadn’t
attended. Blackwood noted that her friends hadn’t liked
him much. “Everyone had been smoking dope back
then—it was the hippie era—and they didn’t trust me
because I looked too straight.” (I learned later from The
Hippieland Glossary that “straight” meant you didn’t do
drugs, or you looked like you didn’t. About every third
entry mentions marijuana, confirming its popularity

Figure 2: “Artist’s Cottage” (1969-1975)
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during Blackwood’s tenure at Erindale).
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buildings, so the couple had been somewhat removed

Notable for its bell tower and curved four-column

from student life on campus. Tuzo Wilson wanted to keep

entrance, Brampton City Hall was where Anita married

the Blackwoods close and invited them to the many meals

David in 1970. She moved into the Artist’s Cottage soon

the Wilsons hosted at Lislehurst.

after. When I asked her to describe the interiors for me, I
heard a teasing chuckle.

“If you went there for lunch, Marshall McLuhan would
be there,” Blackwood recalled. “If you went for dinner,

“It’s still there, Helen,” she said. “You could go visit, you know!”

you’d meet Northrop Frye.”

When I replied to her that the cottage has been

Anita gave birth to their son David Bonar Judah

converted into a crime scene investigation house for the

Blackwood on July 12th, 1971, a very hot summer day. Now

UTM forensics program, Anita burst into laughter.

there were two David Blackwoods on campus. Wilson, who

“You’re kidding! So, the scene of the crime became the
scene of the crime. Oh goodness, I’ve got to tell my friends
about this later. They won’t believe it.”
Anita proceeded to describe what she remembered. A

often visited on Sundays, preferred not to mix up the Davids,
so he addressed their son by his middle name, Bonar.
“[Wilson would] often drop by and ask ‘Oh, how’s Little
Bonar doing? Always very excited to know,” said Anita.

sheltered porch took visitors straight into a kitchen. To the

In a photograph reprinted after the dedication in

left of the entrance, two steps led down to a den library that

William Gough’s The Art of David Blackwood (1988), Little

formed a T-shape opening to a study room with a bay window.

Bonar stands with his father David, who sports a dark

Next to the library was the living room and a washroom.

beard. They smile at the camera, the sunlight casting white

Upstairs were two bedrooms with “very sloped ceilings” and

shards along David’s jeans and blending his son’s knees

a closed sunroom. Raspberries grew in the back garden.

with the pale wall behind them. A scraggly houseplant

“It got really hot during the summertime,” Anita said.

with more stem than leaf peeks from the left edge of the

“The whole place was made of wood, so all the heat

frame. The caption reads, “David Blackwood with David

would just [build up].”

Blackwood Jr. (1971-2005).” I wonder what happened.

Her husband David recalled the cottage fondly. It

In February 2019, Blackwood told me. Little Bonar, by

was just a short walk from his on-campus studio and

then not little anymore, passed away from melanoma in

surrounded by nature, all grass and trees and sunlight. But

2005. Before that, he studied at the University of Guelph,

the house was also some distance away from the academic

majoring in Jamaican Reggae.
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I asked Blackwood if it had been challenging raising
a child on campus.

In Search of David Blackwood

university had more money and less people to spend it on.”
To put things in perspective, 1971 was only two years

“No. It was wonderful. You know, the studio wasn’t that

after Erindale College opened. In 1970, ninety students

far from the house. You could walk from there to home,

graduated from the small satellite campus. Today, more

and it was really nice,” he said, and went on about the

than fifty years later, the University of Toronto Mississauga

nature of Erindale, the trees, the pond, the pleasantness

has nearly 14,000 students and almost 54,000 alumni.

of it all. Blackwood didn’t mention his son again.
Blackwood and Wilson: A Lasting Bond
David Blackwood has a strong, enduring respect for Tuzo
Wilson. When I first asked him about the former principal,
he responded that “if there was anyone responsible for
my early development and success, it would be [Tuzo].”
Books like David Blackwood: Master Printmaker (2001) and
Black Ice: David Blackwood Prints of Newfoundland (2011)
include Wilson as the only non-family member listed
under Blackwood’s dedications page.
Anita attested to this bond between principal and artist.
She recalled how in the fall of 1971, a number of students,
including George Raab, became interested in printmaking.
The problem was that Blackwood’s studio proved too small
to accommodate them all. So, what did Wilson do?
“He kicked a professor out of his office!” Anita said,
and added that she was half-kidding. Wilson had been very
polite about it, but indeed, the professor had been moved
out to renovate the room into a second printmaking studio.
“You know, he was like a benevolent dictator,” she said. “And
he always asked David what he needed. And this was when the
112

Raab became a successful printmaker who exhibited his
art worldwide. He met David Blackwood after graduating in
fine arts with a printmaking major from Sheridan College.
Raab attended Erindale before Sheridan and had been friends
with Anita. In 1971, she invited Raab for dinner on campus
at the “historic Groundskeepers Cottage [Artist’s Cottage].”
Blackwood mentioned the “little used student printmaking
studio” where students under his tutelage could work on
their art. “[So I] decided to hold off on [my] planned African
travel and return to Erindale as an extension student to take
advantage of that wonderful opportunity,” Raab explains.
Raab

remembers

Blackwood

as

generous

and

encouraging. “Blackwood was focused on depicting the
great seal hunts and seafaring stories of Newfoundland.
Stories he knew well coming from a lineage sealing sea
captains, these harrowing stories of survival and life
were so evocatively told through…his mastery of intaglio
printmaking, a perfect medium for his images.”
“I’m not sure it was anything in particular [Blackwood]
taught me at that time but rather what I could see, his
commitment and focus on his artwork and the great pleasure
113
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In 1973, from June 5th to September 16th, Raab and the
other printmaking students displayed their completed works
in the main foyer of the North Building, then known as the
Preliminary Building. A manila pamphlet displays student
surnames in vertical block-print letters: Morrison, Chabane,
Stacy, Simonovich, Gribble, Tommasino, Holubizky, Raab
and Van Waarden. During his period as Erindale’s Artist-inResidence, Blackwood organized all gallery exhibitions.
Figure 5: J. Tuzo Wilson
cutout (undated)

Figure 6: J. Tuzo Wilson, The Erindalian Vol. 5
Special Ed. Sept 1972, Page 19
Source: AGO Blackwood Fonds Box 3-17

he had in depicting these stories, stories which otherwise may
be lost,” Raab recalls. “As an aspiring artist in my early 20s, I
was fortunate to observe the passion [Blackwood] had for life
and his art, [which inspired me] to pursue it for myself.”

Box three of David Blackwood Fonds at the AGO, in the
folder titled 3-17 Tuzo Wilson: 1972-1983, gathers together
the newspaper clippings Blackwood collected of Wilson
over the years, from Wilson’s contributions to tectonic
plate theory, to photographs of him while at Erindale.
A memorable one is a giant black-and-white cutout of

Raab describes the student studio as “bare bones, but
ample”—unsurprising at the time because Erindale was
“geared towards the sciences [and to a lesser extent] the
humanities.” Blackwood’s personal studio was also an
inspiration for Raab. He vividly recalls the “smell of the
solvents and the inks which [Blackwood] meticulously
mixed himself…the etching proofs [Blackwood] pulled from
his large etching press and the sketch books and sheets of
his excellent reference drawings spread on his tables.”
Fine arts received less attention, Raab recalls, although
he helped form an Erindale Art Club to qualify for art
supply funding from the university.
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Wilson, Blackwood continued, was loved by students
and staff alike. “He was a really great guy. Whenever the
students got in trouble—quite often back in those days,
and the police were called in—Wilson would just tell the
police to go home. He took care of everything.”
One of the things Wilson took care of was the relocation
of the campus art gallery from the North Building to a
more prominent location in the South Building in October
1973. The relocation shocked everyone—except David
Blackwood and Tuzo Wilson.
“He kept it a secret from everybody,” Blackwood said. “It
was supposed to be a science staff lounge, but Tuzo planned
Figure 7-8: “Blackwood Gallery” South Building Shift, Oct 1973
Source: Box 18-2, 18-4, AGO Blackwood Fonds

Wilson’s head. His baldness recalls the surface of the
Moon, fitting considering he was principal during the
1969 moon rock exhibit. He stares back at viewers with
a determined, proud (and somewhat intimidating) smile.
The potential use of the cutout for light humor wasn’t
lost on Erindale students either—Wilson’s visage features
in a September 1972 Special Issue of The Erindalian with
a caption that reads, “A cartoon was supposed to go here
but something happened so I’m filling in. You tell me
a knock-knock joke and I’ll laugh. Who’s there? Who?
HaHaHaHaHa. Good one!”

to transform it into an art gallery, so by the time they had
to order furniture for the lounge, he had to drop the news.
“And that’s how we got a beautiful art gallery.”
The cover of the 1976-1977 Erindale Gallery Catalogue
features a black and white photograph of the gallery when
it had been in the South Building. Paintings protected
under glass and metal frame line the far white walls while
Indigenous sculptures stand enclosed in crystal displays.
The space looks clean, sparse and modern.
The Jennifer Oille Incident
According to David Blackwood, a particularly memorable
incident occurred in the Erindale art community in the
spring of 1975-76. Jennifer Oille, an abstract artist, had
her entire exhibit spray-gunned. Allegedly, someone even
started a rumour that Oille had snuck inside the North
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Building and spray-gunned the paintings herself, because
each piece was insured for 10 grand.

Her links to David Blackwood are startling. She visited

“And guess what?” Blackwood said. “She received
the money for each one.”
Jennifer

Oille’s

fine art digital printing service in St. John’s and Wesleyville.
Wesleyville constantly, Blackwood’s hometown. She
specialized in printmaking, the same medium which

spray-gunning

incident

appears

sparked Blackwood’s rise to fame. She wrote a piece about

nowhere in The Erindalian and The Medium II archives. The

Katja Jacobs in 1975, a Ukrainian printmaker featured in

only mention of Oille appears in a column titled Upcoming

Erindale’s first art exhibition in October 1967.

detailing a 1971-72 show. The UTM Library Archives

Oille also wrote art critiques prolifically. Some

present similar results. Black-and-white pamphlets

are collected in the CCCA (Centre for Contemporary

featuring exhibiting artists—such as Mary Pratt, Bill Kort,

Canadian Art) Database, from 1975-1985. She wrote for

and Tom La Pierre from the 1973 selection—show neither

Vanguard, an art magazine featured in the University

Oille’s name nor photograph.

of Guelph’s FastWurms Catalogue. David Blackwood’s

Among the Blackwood Archives at the AGO, Jennifer

son, David Judah, had studied at Guelph. Oille exists

Oille reappears in another Erindale gallery catalogue—

as a bibliography for her work “Rough Cut/Material

Jennifer Ann Oille—for the same exhibit described in The

Transformation” completed in 1982.

Erindalian. “Paintings and drawings by a young Canadian
artist, presently studying in London England.” Her exhibit
ran from February 15th to March 15th in 1972.

I call Anita Blackwood about the Jennifer Oille
incident a couple weeks later.
“I’d completely forgotten about that,” she confesses, and I

That same afternoon on March 5th, 2019, I scanned the

hear her discuss it with David as pots clatter in the background.

catalogues running from September 1974 to August 1975,

Before I hang up, Anita Blackwood tells me one more thing.

and September 1975 to April 1976. Oille is absent from both.

“It’s such a shame. She had a car accident in

When I finally find Jennifer Oille online, I don’t even
know if it’s her. According to her LinkedIn profile, she was
Jennifer Oille-Sinclair. She was not an abstract artist. She was
a printmaker. She was also an art critic. She lived in Toronto
in the 70s and had an exhibit at the University of St. Xavier in
2006, titled Sea Dung. She currently operates PrintingRocks, a
118

Newfoundland, just recently.”
Blackwood’s Success Post-Erindale
In 1976, the National Film Board of Ontario released a
27-minute-long documentary titled Blackwood, combining
the narratives of David Blackwood’s most famous prints with
footage of his printmaking process inside his Erindale studio.
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All the blinds have been drawn down, leaving David’s

an “acid-resisting dot” after heating. Denser deposits of

studio dark against a melancholic soundtrack of strings

aquatint produce lighter shades of ink, and if an artist

and harmonica. He leans over his enormous drafting desk,

wants, David describes, an “acid-resisting varnish” is

under a spotlight, chalking an outline for his print. Soon

painted over highlights to “stop out” the ink. David uses

the faint shapes of men huddled together materialize, the

this technique to magnify the brightness of torches,

long, stiff coats rendering their bodies into rectangles

icebergs and ghostly ships in his work.

with limbs. Loose curving lines trace rolling slopes of
snow, and in the distance, a house’s roof shatters aflame.

David emphasizes the importance of “accidents” in
this technique, as distributing the aquatint proves hard

David discusses his method in William Gough’s 2001

to control. He argues that these “uncertainties” produce

text David Blackwood: Master Printmaker, illustrated in

“excitement” in this process and believes the best work

photographed working proofs of his print Portrait of Heber

comes from a “lack of control.”

Fifield as a Great Mummer (2000).
To begin a print, Blackwood heats a copper plate and
covers it with a “ground,” a combination of beeswax and
asphaltum that resists acid. The “ground” is applied as a hot
liquid. After cooling, carbon paper is placed over the plate
under the desired sketch, and an etching needle carves the
sketch outlines into the paper and plate. After varnishing
the undersides and edges of the plate, he immerses it into
an acid bath. David notes that the acid “bites into the metal”
and after some time, the wax can be cleaned off. The copper
plate now has a carved sketch that can be inked and printed.
How does David Blackwood achieve the tonal quality
in his work: the shadows in the snow, the reflections in
the icebergs, the skies that glow and darken across the
page? Aquatint, he says, is a fancy term for resin grains
sprinkled over the copper plate, each transforming into
120

The Blackwood Legacy
As of 2019, David and Anita live in Port Hope, Ontario, a few
hours east of Toronto, in a house first built in 1832. David
continues to work in his Wesleyville studio, a crimson
cottage with white trim overlooking the Bonavista Bay. In
fact, Anita is working to build a new one for him this year, as
well as restoring a neighboring house. After leaving Erindale
in 1975 with her husband and son, Anita became involved
in Port Hope’s town council. She became the first woman
working in the council and notes it was tough at times.
“There definitely were some prejudiced men,” Anita said,
“but I managed, I dealt with it.” She delved into architectural
restoration, and although she has long retired, she continues
to restore buildings around the neighborhood.
While David Blackwood seems to appear only as a
name at the University of Toronto Mississauga now—
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the UTM art gallery is named after him—he remains

but the surrounding greying tones require patience in

a critical part of the university’s history as well as the

scattering the aquatint just so.

development of its arts programming. Blackwood worked

The most stunning accidents take years to perfect.

with Wilson to bring international talents to campus such
as German sculptor Leonhard Oesterle, Texan electronic
artist Norman White and Soviet-Canadian structuralist
Elizabeth Willmott to challenge the views of the time
through engaging, and at times, provocative exhibitions.
Perhaps the most famous was the 1973 La Pierre Exhibit
featuring, according to Blackwood, a watercolour of a
naked woman with a red ribbon around her neck mistaken
for blood. Police were called to the scene; no charges were
laid. Ultimately, Blackwood believes in celebrating art for
how it makes people think and feel, rather than only for
aesthetic beauty. He sees art as an ongoing conversation,
always evolving, with no true finale.
“Retirement is a deadly word,” Blackwood told the CBC

Figure 9: “Lost Party” (1963)

in a 2013 interview. “There is no retirement for the artist.”
When I mentioned the idea of writing a book about his
Artist-in-Residence experience, David offered to let me
drop by his Port Hope studio during the summer of 2018.
When I see David’s prints, I marvel at the time
etched into his work. The process takes months. Dark
recesses need several coats of ink to complete, maybe
ten, maybe twenty. Every shift in colour is another run

Figure 10: “Vision of the Lost Party”
(1964) (left)

through the winding wheel of the printing press. Flat

Figure 11: “Lost Party with Beast”
(1965) (right)

white sections may have taken only one coat of varnish,
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Source: Heritage NF (Lost Party Series)
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David Blackwood’s The Burning of the SS

Blackwood’s series The Lost Party (1963-

Diana (1968), the print that caught the eye of

1968) highlights this sense of delirium on the

Isabel Wilson, was completed towards the end

ice. His earliest prints in the series trace the

of Blackwood’s most famous series, The Lost

figures of the sealers in loose, scratchy lines,

Party. According to the Royal Collection Trust,

their clothes inseparable from their faces and

“The Lost Party at Sea” consists of fifty etchings

hands. Silhouettes of bulls blend with the stars in

detailing the 1914 Newfoundland sealing disaster.

the blackened sky. The bulls have odd, splotched

The disaster came when the SS Newfoundland,

markings along their hide, made with a thicker

a wooden steamer, became trapped in ice. The

nib than the pen Blackwood uses to develop

captain, Westbury Kean, ordered his men to hike

shadows in the sealers’ bodies.

across the frozen water to his father’s ship, the
SS Stephano. After four hours of walking through
blizzard conditions, 34 men trekked back to
the Newfoundland ship, while 132 reached the
Stephano. The captain of the Stephano sent the
men back onto the ice to hunt seals. Deeply
fatigued from their previous four-hour trek, and
under worsening conditions with inadequate
clothing, many of the men drowned from
“deliriously walking into the icy waters” or from
hypothermia. Both captains believed the crew
was aboard the other’s ship. Neither ship could
communicate with each other. More than a
hundred men died on the ice.
Figure 12: “The Mirage”
(1965)
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Figure 13: “Portrait of Heber Fifield as
a Great Mummer” (2000)
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red-tinged sparks of sealer’s torches sending out
a hopeless S.O.S.
In the chilling print, “Kean’s Men Waiting
for the SS Bellaventure” (1968), three men in the
foreground have sat for so long, the thick snow
merges their bodies with the ice-floats they rest
on. One man hugs a float, likely nearing death,
the shadows under his arm and head, just barely
Figure 14: “Kean’s Men Waiting for the SS Bellaventure” (1968)

enough to separate him from the ice.

Source: Heritage NF

“The

Mirage”

(1965)

in

particular,

encompasses the delirium well, showing the

Select Chronology:

shadowy back of a sealer, arms raised in drunken

David Blackwood’s Erindale Artist-in-Residence (1969-1975)

joy at the sight of a ghostly glowing ship in the
distance. Two more figures appear even closer
by the edge of the ice, arms raised in a similar
way. This anticipates the many deaths to come
of the sealers walking off the edge, plunging into
the freezing waters in vain attempt to reach their
imaginary sanctuary. Blackwood’s prints are
bathed in cold blackish-blues, greyish turquoise
and startling whites, occasionally splashed with

1967: Lives in downtown Toronto with a studio by
Spadina. Meanwhile, Anita Bonar, a member of the
Erindale Art Committee, helps organize the college’s first
art exhibit in the North Building lobby
1968: Encounters Tuzo Wilson and Wilson’s wife at a
travelling Blackwood art show in St. John’s, NF
1968: Has his etching Burning of the SS Diana purchased
by Wilson’s wife as a gift to her husband
1969: Arrives as an Artist-in-Residence at Erindale
College in September
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1969: Meets Anita Bonar on the evening of March 15th
(The Ides of March)
1970: Marries Anita Bonar
1971: Has his first son, David Bonar Judah Blackwood on July 12th
1971: Acquires a printmaking room through Tuzo Wilson.
Teaches interested students during the fall, hosts student
exhibitions in the spring, annually until 1975.
1971-72: Plans (in secret) with Tuzo Wilson to shift the
Erindale Art Gallery to the South Building. Gallery shifts in
October 1973. (Would shift again, to Kaneff, in May 1992.)
1972: Encounters the Jennifer Oille incident: Oille’s
abstract artwork gets destroyed by spray guns during her
exhibition between February 15th to March 15th
1973: Encounters the controversial La Pierre Exhibit: Police
arrived to examine the exhibit for pornography after begin
called in by an Erindale Classics professor, Tom Elliott
1974: Receives a notice from Erindale’s Administration
on February 26th to teach a non-credit printmaking
course the following year as part of Erindale’s new
“Continuing Education” program.
1975: Ends his Artist-in-Residence tenure at Erindale, moves
to Port Hope with Anita and son David Bonar. Tuzo Wilson
retires as principal of Erindale
1976: Stars in a semi-autobiographical documentary titled
Blackwood filmed by the National Film Board of Canada.
Blackwood wins Best Documentary Short Feature in 49th
Academy AwardsThe Blackwood Legacy
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